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1. INTRODUeTION 

1 . 1 Background 

Wave propagation in poreus media attracts the interest of research 

workers in several disciplines. 

Traditionally , oil companies and geophysicists are interestad in 

identification of oil and gas formations and the structure of the 

earth's crust in genera!. In most cases single phase linear wave 

propagation theory is used. More recently, methods have been developed 

to study the earth properties of bore holes by means of acoustic well 

legging. Civil engineers and soil physicists are interested in a number 

of problems like wave impact on dikes (Ruygrok and van der Kogel, 1980) 

and breakwaters (Barends, van der Kogel, Uijttewaal, and Hagenaar, 

1983), the behaviour of structures during earthquakes and the influence 

of industrial explosions on buildings and other civil structures . One 

of the main points of attention is the occurence of liquefaction during 

earthquake and blast events (National Research Council, 1985) . For the 

description of all these phenomena two phase theories, like Biot's 

(1956a,b), are adequate. This is demonstrated by Geertsma and Smit 

(1961). They showsome weak points in theoriesin which the two phases 

are treated as a single phase system withaverage properties. 

The earllest attempts to describe wave propagation in saturated 

poreus media using a linear theory predicted the existence of two 

compressional waves (Frenkel, 1944, Biot, 1956a, and de josselin de 

Jong, 1956) . Since then a lot of new theoretica! work including 

non-linear effects (Nikolaevskii , 1966 and Garg, Brownell , Pritchett, 

and Hermann , 1975) has been published. Computer codes (e . g . Garg et 

al., 1975, Sweet, Barends , van Loon-Engels, and van der Kogel, 1980, 

and Zienkiewicz and Shiomi , 1984) are also now available while the 

experimental verification of these models is relatively scarce. The 

best known experiment is by Plona (1980) who observed in an ultrasound 

experiment the secend bulk compressional wave predicted by the 

Biot-theory. 

It seems appropriate to start an experimental study for a simple 

poreus material under well defined dynamic conditions. In a series of 

preliminary experiments van der Kogel, van Loon-Engels and Ruygrok 

(1981) demonstrated that a shock tube is a proper instrument for the 
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investigation of compressional wave propagation in porous media due to 

its capability of generating a simple and reproduelbie step-loading on 

the pore fluid. In this preliminary study the following qualitative 

results have been obtained. A definite two-wave structure has been 

identified by measuring pore pressures in a porous medium saturated 

with water. When the pores contain air, the pore-pressure aplitude of 

the first wave is very smal! so that only the strongly damped second 

wave is observed in the pores. If the pore fluid is "almost" saturated 

with water the two wave structure is also evident . The porous medium 

consistedof 250-500 ~ sand particles fixed at the contact points with 

glue, in order to obtain a non-plastic stress-strain behaviour of the 

sample. 

The present study has two objectives. The first is to verify and 

improve models descrihing wave propagation in porous media for 

different pore fluids. If experimental results are in agreement with 

the wave propagation models, it will be possible to indicate methods or 

design experiments from which dynamic values of the model parameters 

involved can be found. This is our second objective. 

In our experiments we use a porous medium consisting of sand 

particles fixed by two component epoxy resin. In this way a simple 

constitutive behaviour of the sample is obtained, while sample 

properties like porosity and permeability are like those of sand with a 

high initia! stress. Three cases are considered: 

A) the pores are completely saturated with water, 

B) the pores are dry and contain air, 

C) the pores contain a mixture of water and air bubbles . 

The shock tube technique is applied due to its advantages compared to 

other methods. First of all, a step loading of a one-dimensional plane 

wave is a well defined boundary condition in wave propagation 

experiments. Secondly the amplitude of the pressure step can easily be 

varied in a wide range (0.5 - 5 bar) which makes the study of non

linear effects possible. And lastly, due to the step-like pressure 

increment, wave fronts are clearly visible. In the experiments pore 

pressures and skeleton strains are measured. In this way the behaviour 

of both the granular material and the different pore fluids can be . 

observed. 

A sketch of the basic experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1.1 . The 
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poreus cylinder is situated on the 

bottorn of the test sectien of a 

vertical shock tube. There is a gap 

of approximately 1.5 mm between the 

sample and the shock tube wal! in 

order to prevent shear interaction. 

The cylinder wall is coated so that 

there can be no net fluid flow 

between the pores and the gap. This 

geometry suggests the use of one

dimensional models (chapter 2). For 

the specific shock tube conditions 

solutions of the one-dimensional 

wave models are given in chapter 3. 

In chapter 4 we will discuss 

separate experiments to determine 

parameters used in the wave 

propagation models. These 

measurements are important for the 

cernparisen of theory and experiment 

(chapter 5). The results and the 

possibilities for dynamic testing 

are discussed in chapter 6. 

1.2 Literature survey 
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Fig. 1.1: Basic experimentat 

set-up. 

The behaviour of pore fluid and poreus material has been 

investigated theoretically for a one-dimensional geometry by de 

josselin de jong (1956), Zolotarjev and Nikolaevskii (1965), and Garg, 

Nayfeh, and Good (1974). They found that during the first wave the pore 

fluid and poreus material are compressed simultaneously, but for the 

second wave one of the two components is compressed while the ether 

relaxes. Plona and johnson (1980) who identified the two wave structure 

by measuring wave speeds in an ultrasonic experiment, refer to these 

two wave modes as the "in-phase" and "out-of-phase" mode respectively. 

The exact behaviour of the secend wave mode depends on the boundary 

condition at the top of the porous solid. The influence of different 
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boundaries is discussed by Zolotarjev and Nikolaevskii (1965) and by 

Geertsma and Smit (1961) . Three different cases are of interest. 

1) Only the solid part is stressed at the top of the porous material. 

The pore fluid can flow freely. Due to the first wave both the pore 

fluid and porous material are compressed. During the passage of the 

second wave the pore fluid expands and the porous matrix is 

compressed again. 

2) The boundary is the interface of a fluid layer and a porous solid. 

The first wave mode is the in-phase compression of pore fluid and 

porous medium. Due to the second wave the pore fluid is compressed 

again, while the porous material expands. This pertains to our 

experimental situation. 

3) The saturated porous solid is hit by an impermeable hard piston. 

Geertsma and Smit (1961) showed that in the lower frequency range 

the second wave may not be observed. Garg et al. (1974) showed that 

in the higher frequency range strong viscous coupling leads to the 

coalescence of the two wave fronts. Experiments have been performed 

by Yew and Jogi (1976). 

The first experiment known by the author in which the observation of 

two bulk compressional waves in saturated porous media was reported, 

was by Paterson (1956). His results were obtained in a triaxial 

apparatus for sands. Other ultrasonic experiments by Plona (1980), 

Schulthais (1981), and by Lakes, Yoon, and Katz (1983) showed this two 

wave evidence in fused glass beads, soils, and in human bone 

respectively. The Plona experiment is generally reported as the first 

observation of a second bulk compressional wave in a water saturated 

porous medium. His results are according to Berryman (1980), in 

agreement with the Biot-theory. The experiments by Paterson, 

Schultheis, and Lakes et al. appear to be hardly known by other 

investigators. A second experimental technique is the use of a shock 

tube. Van der Kogel et al . (1981) demonstrated the usefulness of this 

technique to observe a second bulk compressional wave in a water

saturated porous medium by measuring dynamic pore pressures. New more 

quantitative experiments were performed by van der Grinten, van Dongen , 

and van der Kogel (1985) . Information on wave speeds, pore-pressure 

amplitudes and damping was obtained in these experiments. In recent 

experiments also strain amplitudes of the porous material were measured 
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(van der Grinten, van Dongen, and van der Kogel, 1987). This experiment 

clearly shows the "in-phase" mode and "out-of-phase" mode of the 

two-wave structure. 

Pulse propagation experiments with pore fluids other than water were 

performed by Johnson, Plona, Scala, Pasierb, and Kojima (1982) and 

Bacri, Leygnac, and Salin (1984). johnson et al. used liquid helium as 

a pore fluid, which has the interesting property of being inviscid. 

These experiments show the importance of added mass effects. Bacri et 

al. stuclied water-ethanol mixtures in which the ethanol concentratien 

is varied. The results were interpreted with the Biot-theory. 

A subject which has drawn the attention of researchers, is the 

frequency-dependent friction between pore fluid and solid . This point 

was already mentioned by Zwikker and Kosten in 1949 and Biot in 1956b. 

They derived analytica! expresslons for a cylindrical duet and their 

results have been generalized fora porous material. Other analytica! 

work has been done by Bedford, Costley, and Stern (1984) who considered 

a porous material with cylindrical pores of random orientation. Results 

show a frequency-dependence of the drag and added mass coefficients. A 

numerical evaluation of these coefficients was obtained for a two 

dimensional pore geometry by Yavari and Bedford (1986). Frequency 

dependent friction in a two dimensional periodic structure was 

investigated experimentally by Auriault, Borne, and Chambon (1985). 

Experimental results were in agreement with theory. Studies for more 

realistic porous materials were performed by johnson, Koplik, and 

Dashen (1987). They introduced a damping parameter which can be 

interpreted as an effective pore radius. This effective pore radius is 

determined by three other stuctural parameters: porosity, static 

permeability, and the mass coupling factor. 

Solutions in the time domain of the Biot-type equations including 

frequency-dependent effects have been obtained by Chin, Berryman, and 

Hedstrom (1985) for pulse propagation and by van der Grinten et al. 

(1987) for a step loading. 

General balance equations for multi- component, multi- phase systems 

have been treated theoretically by different authors: Bowen (1976), 

Bear and Bachmat (1984), and Burridge and Keller (1981). A more 

extensive discussion of this subject is given insection 2 . 1. 

In the case of wave propagation in air-filled porous materials less 
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experimental work has been documented. Low amplitude wave propagation 

in both foams and granular materials has been interpreted with the 

Biot-theory (see Allard, Depollier, and L'Esperance, 1986 and 

Attenborough, 1987, respectively). Shock tube experiments with 

air-filled glass beads and an array of cylinders were performed by 

Rogg, Hermann, and Adomeit (1981, 1985). Experiments with a fixed sand 

column have been performed by van der Grinten et al. (1985). The 

results of the shock tube experiments were interpreted using non-linear 

drag equations. 

In the case of partially saturated porous media even less 

experimental results are available. Existing experiments have 

concentrated on wave speed and damping of the first wave. A review was 

presented by Garg and Nayfeh (1986). In the samepaper they also 

developed a new theoretica! model for wave propagation in three-phase 

media . 
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2. CONTINUUM EQUATIONS 

2.1 Preliminaries, general balance eguations 

Consicier a poreus medium consisting of (sand) particles fixed at the 

contact points . The poreus medium is assumed to he homogeneaus and 

isotropic. The homogeneaus pore fluid may consist of water, air or a 

mixture of water and air bubbles. This system consists of three 

constituents, each constituent existing in only one phase. Hence sand 

exists in the solid phase, water in the liquid phase and air in the gas 

phase. We assume that: 

1. there are no chemica! reactions between the constituents, 

2 . the sand particles are impermeable, 

3. due to the large heat capacities of sand and water all transport 

processes are isothermal, 

4 . all pores are interconnected. 

Now consider a fixed volume, V, with an external surface, F, in 

which the constituents (or phases) are homogeneously distributed. Each 

of the constituents, denoted by the index i, is assumed to he 

continuous. The unit volume V, constant in time and space, is large 

enough to define meaningful average quantities on a continuurn scale. A 

detailed discussion on the size of this volume can he found in section 

2.4. 

Befere going to the balance equations we need a few definitions. 

First of all the unit volume, which is the sum of the constituent 

volumes: 

V (2 . 1.1) 

The volume fraction of constituent i is defined as : 

(2.1.2) 

We next define the volume average of a scalar, vector or tensor 

quantity G1 • The average is obtained by averaging over the constituent 

volume and is called intrinsic phase average: 

(2 . 1.3) 
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The phase average is obtained by averaging over the unit volume: 

(2.1.4) 

The relation between both averages is: 

(2.1.5) 

For each constituent, the following general formulation of the balance 

equations derived by Bowen (1976), apply: 

continuity: 0, (2.1.6) 

dv1 
moment urn: niP I d~ = V· (nlrl) + niP I~+ E.l. (2.1.7) 

In these equations, P1 is the intrinsic constituent density, ~ 1 the 

velocity in a cross section of phase i, n1r 1 is called the phase 

averaged stress or partlal stress of the i-th constituent, g is the 

gravitational constant and E_1 is the force exerted by the other 

constituents. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.1.7) 

represents the surface force of the intrinsic constituent, the second 

term represents the body forces. In the left hand side of the momenturn 

equation (2.1.7), dldt=818t+~ 1 ·V is the material derivative. 

Various different methods for deriving balance equations are found 

in the literature . Although all methods contain scale considerations 

and a description of averages, there are some differences. First there 

is a phenomenological point of view utilised by Biot (1956a) . From 

energy considerations linear balance equations are derived, and a mass 

coupling term between the pore fluid and porous medi"um is introduced. A 

second method is the theory of mixtures applied by Bowen (1976). The 

starting point for this theory is that the mixture balance equations 

are the sum of the constituent balance equations. In the constituent 

balance equations interaction terms appear which describe the exchange 

of mass, momentum, angular momentum, and heat between the constituents. 
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Another method is formed by averaging the microscopie balance equations 

over a unit volume containing the homogeneously-distributed 

constituents . This method is used by Slattery (1967, 1969), Whitaker 

(1969), de la Cruzand Spanos (1985), and by Bear and Bachmat (1984) 

and contains explicit averaging procedures. Interaction terms are 

represented by surface integrals over the interface between the 

different constituents. Finally, it is possible to derive balance 

equations from pore scale equations using a two scale formalism . 

In a porous medium two scales are of interest: the local pore scale 

and the macroscopie continuous scale. The two space method of 

homogenization is used by Burridge and Keiler (1981) and Auriault et 

al. (1985). This method reveals which microscopie effects are of 

macroscopie importance. Rapid variations associated with the pore scale 

are eliminated by an appropriate averaging procedure. The resulting 

description is equivalent to the Biot-theory, provided the 

dimensionless viscosity ~/wp1L2 <<1. where Lis a macroscopie length 

scale . (Burridge and Keiler, 1981 and Auriault et al., 1985). 

Fora rigid periodic structure Auriault derived a generalized Darcy 

permeability in which fluid inertia and friction effects were combined . 

lf the detailed pore geometry is known, effective values for the 

generalized frequency dependent Darcy coefficient can be obtained 

numerically from the two scale pore fluid equations. 

Eqs. (2 . 1.6) and (2 . 1.7) are general equations valid for any 

mixture . We will apply the equations to a two-phase system consisting 

of a fluid filled porous medium. The porous material consists of 

particles (index p) making point contacts. The pore fluid (index f) 

consists of water, air, or a mixture of water and a smal! volume 

fraction of air bubbles. The reason for incorporating the gas bubbles 

in the fluid phase is that the gas phase is not continuous. Continuity 

of the phases was one of the assumptions used in deriving the balance 

equations. 

The volume fraction of the porous medium occupied by pores is called 

porosity and is denoted by n, so the volume fraction of fluid is n1=n 

and the volume fraction of solid is np=1-n. Also, for simplicity in 

notatien we will now introduce new symbols for the solid velocity: ~P=~ 

and the fluid velocity: ~~=!· 
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2.2 Constitutive equations for pore fluid and porous medium 

In this section we will discuss constitutive relations for pore 

fluid and porous medium. We shall assume here that the effect of the 

relative motion between pore fluid and porous medium is fully described 

by the Darcy-interaction term, which means that the the fluid shear 

stress on a macroscopie scale has to be much smaller than the 

interaction forces. So, in this section we consider the simplified 

situation of no relative motion between the constituents . The fluid 

stress tensor can then be written as : 

I being the unit tensor and p the pore pressure. 

The other constitutive relation regarding the pore fluid 

compressibility, is: 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.2) 

in which the isothermal fluid compressibility is generally pressure 

dependent. 

For the porous material we need constitutive relations for the 

partlal solid stress and the stress-strain behaviour . A common 

procedure in soil mechanics is the introduetion of the effective 

stress, g. a quantity defined by the skeletal frame deformation . We 

will assume a linear-elastic stress-strain behaviour of the porous 

sample: 

-a, J (2 . 2.3) 

where we use index notation and the summatien convention. a, J 

represents the effective stress tensor which is defined negative in 

tension, o1 J is the Kronecker delta and e,J represents the strain 

tensor: 

(2.2.4) 

where u 1 is the average solid displacement in a cross sectien of 

particles. The coefficient M is the shear modulus and À is the other 
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Lamé coefficient. The time derivative of the solid displacement is the 

partiele velocity: 

au 
at = !· (2.2.5) 

This means that with e=ett: 

ae at = V•v. (2 .2.6) 

Next the total stress being the sum of the partial stresses can be 

written as: 

Ttj (1-n)Tp.tJ- npOtJ. (2.2 .7) 

where (1-n)Tp. IJ is the partial solid stress . A stress-strain relation 

for the porous material is found if we have a relation between the 

partial solid stress and the effective stress . Following Verruijt 

(1982), the total stress TtJ can be decomposed in a contribution due 

to the pore pressure p and a contribution due to the intergranular 

stresses a 1 J at the contact points: 

Ttj Ut J -POt J. (2.2.8) 

This decomposition is convenient since it can be related to some well 

known tests in soil mechanics. First the pore pressure is taken as 

zero. In this case the total stress equals the intergranular stress. 

Let the volume of a unit mass of porous material including the pore 

volume be Vb. Then: 

1 ~ 
3B Gtt• (2.2.9) 

where B is the bulk modulus of the dry porous material. The bulk 

modulus can be found from a jacketed (and drained) compressibility test 

(Biot and Willis, 1957). 

If only the pore pressure is increased, the particles will be 

uniformly stressed, resulting in a uniform strain of both the particles 

and the pore space: 

-p/B,, (2.2.10) 
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where Bs is the bulk modulus of the granular material and can be 

measured in an unjacketed compressibility te~t (Biot and Willis , 1957). 

Since pore pressure and intergranular stresses are independent 

quantities, the total strain results from both contributions: 

1 -e 1 1 = 38 a 1 1 - piB •. (2.2.11) 

We can rewrite this equation using Eq. (2 . 2 .8) as : 

1 [ 1 = B /3 Ttt+ (1-BIB.)p] . (2 . 2 . 12) 

The relation between the effective stress and the total stress is 

obtained as fellows. First, we remark that, since the pore fluid can 

not sustain any shear stresses, the shear stresses have to be equal: 

-a l J Tt J, i;o!j. (2.2.13) 

Further , utilizing the isotropi e nature of the pressure contribution it 

is found from (2.2.12), (2 . 2 . 3) , and (2 . 2 . 13) that : 

Tt J -atJ - (1-B/Bs)PótJ• (2.2.14) 

where 3B=3~+ZM. This equation was derived by Verruijt (1982), Garg 

(1985), and Garg and Nur (1973) . It can also be found from Biot and 

Willis (1957) . Inserting Eqs. (2 . 2.14) and (2.2.7) we find for the 

partlal solid stress : 

( 1-n)T P . 1 J -atJ - (1-n-BIB.)pótJ· (2.2 . 15) 

The last equation derived in this sectien is the change of porosity . As 

V1=nVb and dVIIVI=-dpi/PI we can use Eq. (2.2.2) to find : 

(2.2.16) 

Differentlating with respect to time and using Eq . (2 . 2 . 6) we find: 

.!. an + V·v = - /31 ~ 
n at dt 
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2.3 One dimensional basic equations 

After using a general approach in the preceding sections, we will 

now consider the special cases of water saturated pores, air filled 

pores, and partial saturation in a one dimensional description . For 

each of these cases we can make simplifying assumptions and we will 

specify the interaction terms. But we will first introduce a few 

general simplifications with respect to the porous material : 

1. The wall of the porous cylinder is coated with an epoxy resin . This 

limits radial velocity differences between particles and pore fluid. 

The influence of radial motion will be discussed in chapter 5. Due 

to the cylinder geometry transport of conserved quantities in 

tangential direction is impossible. The experimental initia! 

condition is a one dimensional plane wave loading. Consequent ly we 

will use a one dimensional description. 

2. Sand particles are assumed to be incompressible. So dpp=Ü and Bs= ro. 

3. Gravitational effects may be disregarded as long as the hydrostatic 

pressure drop in the porous sample is far smaller than the pressure 

step loading. 

4 . Because we neglect radial motion, the stress strain relation f or the 

porous medium can be simplified. Introducing the constrained modulus 

Kp=~+~. we find a= Oxx=. -Kpexx · 

2.3.1 Fully water saturated pores 

In this case we assume the fluid density change to be smal!, as 

compared to the fluid density and the fluid and partiele veloe i ties to 

be small, as compared to the wave speeds. Therefore, the balance 

equations can be linearized. The momenturn El· transferred from the 

solid to the pore fluid, is the result of three contributions. 

The first contribution g 1 is the result of the forces exerted by 

the average pressure at the fluid-solid interface . Let p be the 

average pressure in a fixed volume V. Then, the forces exerted by pon 

the fluid-solid interface in V can easily be evaluated using the 

averaging theorem derived by Whitaker (1969): 
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IJ- IJ- IJ-V Vp dT = V V p dT + V p !!. dF. 
V V Fp1 

(2.3.I) 

where Fp 1 is the interface of pore fluid and particles and!!. is a unit 

vector pointing into the solid. As p is the average pressure in V the 

left hand side of Eq. (2.3 . I) is zero, and so: 

I J -V P !!. dF 
fpl 

- V(np) - p Vn, (2.3.2) 

which is the amount of fluid momenturn transferred to the solid. 

Therefore 

9..1 = p Vn . (2.3.3) 

The second contribution ~ results from the local fluid-solid drag 

forces at the interface. For a stationary moving pore fluid in a rigid 

porous medium the resulting linear fluid momenturn equation is known as 

the Darcy law: 

Vp -na'TJ!. (2.3 . 4) 

in which ~ is the pore fluid viscosity and a is a constant depending on 

the structure of the porous medium. The stationary fluid momenturn 

equation which follows from Eqs. (2.I.7) and (2.2.I) is: 

0 - V(np) + g_1 + ~· (2.3.5) 

This means that the second contributions is: 

(2.3.6) 

More generally, ~ equals: 

(2.3.7) 

There is also an unsteady contribution to the interaction forces, which 

can be expressed in terms of the so-called added mass. The origin of 
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this effect is that the pore fluid on pore scale is accelerated in a 

narrowing-widening structure and that the direction of the pore fluid 

acceleration on pore scale differs from the acceleration on continuurn 

scale . The fluid mass is apparently increased . This can be expressed as 

a third contribution to the fluid-solid interaction : 

(2.3.8) 

in which a is the mass coupling factor, depending on the structure of 

the porous medium. For later use we define the added mass density : 

Pa = (a-1 )npr. (2.3 .9) 

More generally, if there is a relative acceleration of the pore 

fluid with respect to the particles, friction between pore fluid and 

porous medium is not only dependent on the instantaneous relative 

velocity and acceleration, but also on their time histories. Therefore, 

the interaction forces have to be expressed as convolution integrals . 

This behaviour , however , is discussed more conveniently in the 

frequency domain. In chapter 3 . 1 . 1 we will derive arelation for the 

frequency dependenee of the fluid friction. 

From Eqs. (2 . 1.6), (2.1.7), (2 . 2.1) , (2.2 . 2) , (2.3 .3), (2 .3.7), 

(2.3.8), and Kr=11~r which is the fluid bulk modulus , we find the 

following linear one-dimensional fluid equations : 

continuity : a aw 
at(np!) + npr ax = 0, (2.3. 10) 

momentum: npr ~~ = -n ~ + n2a~(v-w) +Pa ~v-w) , (2 .3 . 11) 

constitutive relation: ~-.!_d 
PI -Kr p . (2.3.12) 

The solid equations are obtained from Eqs. (2.1.6), (2.1.7), (2 . 2 . 14), 

(2.2.6), (2.2.3), (2.3.3), (2.3.7), (2.3.8), B.=m, dpp=O. and Kp=À+~: 

continuity: an 8v 
at - (1 - n) ax = o. (2.3.13) 
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momentum: (1-n)pp ~ =- ~ -(1-n)~ -n2 ary(v-w) -p. ~v-w), (2.3.14) 

constitutive relation: (2.3.15) 

These equations descrihing the one-dimensional propagation of waves in 

a water-saturated porous medium are essentially the same as the 

equations formulated by Biot (1956a) and de josselin de jong (1956) . 

2.3.2 Air filled pores 

In this case we start with the following assumptions . 

1. Because the air in the pores is far more compressible than the 

porous material, the air density will hardly be affected by porosity 

changes. The compressibility behaviour is described by the ideal gas 

law . 

2. The solid motion is assumed to be linearly elastic. Except for the 

interaction the solid continuity and the solid momenturn equation can 

be linear ized. 

3 . The viscosity of air is much less than the viscosity of water. 

Therefore a given pressure gradient will generate higher pore fluid 

veloeities in air-filled pores than in a water-saturated porous 

medium. In that case the Darcy law (2.3.4) is no longer accurate and 

has to be extended. There are several ways in which this can be 

done: e.g . with a term proportional to the velocity squared. This 

relation is known as the Forchheimer relation: 

Vp (2.3 . 16) 

where a is dependent on the structure of the porous medium and b 

depends both on the structure and on the Reynolds number. 

Using the same procedure as in the preceding section we find the 

following set of equations for air: 

continul ty: ~ + ~p w) = 0 at c3X" r . • 
(2.3.17) 
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momentum: np1 g~ = -n ~ + n2a~(v-w) 

constitutive relation: 

and for the solid: 

continuity: 

momentum: av 
(1-n)pp at = 

constitutive relation: 

+ n3 bpf(v-w)lv-wl +Pa ~v-w), 

~-~ 
PI - p' 

an aw 
at - ( 1-n) ax = 0 · 

~~ (1-n)~- n2a~(v-w) 

- n
3

bp1(v-w) lv-wl -Pa ~t(v-w), 

aa av 
at = - Kp ax· 

2.3.3 Partially saturated pores 

(2.3.18) 

(2.3.19) 

(2.3.20) 

(2.3.21) 

(2.3.22) 

In this case, when the pore fluid consists of a mixture of water and 

air bubbles, we make the following assumptions: 

1. Due to the compressible pore fluid, the fluid density will hardly be 

influenced by porosity changes. 

2. The compressibility is proportional to 1/p2
. This simplified 

relation is derived in chapter 4.4. 

3. We will assume that the fluid drag for almost saturated porous media 

is governed by the Darcy law (2.3.4). For high water saturations (95 

- 100%) the permeability is affected by less than 10% with the 

presence of air bubbles (Schubert, 1982). 

From these assumptions we find the following equations for the pore 

fluid: 

continuity: ?!.E.!... a 
at + ~p,w) o. (2.3.23) 

moment urn: (2.3.24) 
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constitutive relation: dp: = f3,o ~r dp. (2.3.25) 

and for the solid: 

continuity: on OW 
at - (1-n) ox = 0 · (2.3.26) 

ov Ba( ~2 8 momentum: (1-n)pp at=- 8x- 1-n)ax -n a~(v-w) -pa at(v-w), (2.3.27) 

constitutive relation: aa ov 
ot = - Kp ax· (2.3.28) 

The solid equations are identical to the fully-saturated case. In the 

pore-fluid equations corrections are made for the non-linear fluid 

compressibility. 

2.4. Scale considerations, size of a continuurn volume 

As discussed insection 2.1 different techniques are used to derive 

balance equations. The fundamental question in these methods is that 

the composition of the mixture, density, pressure, velocity, etcetera 

of the constituents may vary strongly on a scale of a few partiele 

diameters. Averaged quantities can only be obtained by averaging over a 

volume containing many particles. On the other hand we work with local 

equations on a scale far smaller than the dimensions of the sample. If 

the characteristic averaging length scale is 2, the partiele diameter 

dp ·and the macroscopie length scale L then 

dp « 2 « L (2.4.1) 

has to be valid. This leads to the question on the size of an averaging 

volume. This question is important because it is directly related to 

the size of pore pressure transducers and strain gages, and the minimum 

wave length for which the continuurn approach is valid. 

Whitaker (1969) showed that for correct averaging of an arbitrary 

quantity relation (2.4.1) must be valid. Bachmat and Bear (1987) 

derived from a statistica! approach an upper and lower limit for the 

characteristic averaging length scale for a cubic averaging volume: 
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(2.4.2) 

where n is the porosity, ~ the probability that the magnitude of the 

estimation error in the porosity exceeds a prescribed level e and A the 

ratio of the pore volume and the interface surface of pores and 

particles. On the ether hand the length scale of the averaging volume 

should be smaller than the length scale due to the macroscopie porosity 

gradient: 

2IAnlma x 

IVnl ' 
~0 

(2.4.3) 

where IAnlmax i~ the maximal deviation from the average porosity value 

and IVnl the macroscopie porosity gradient at~= ~o· 
~0 

In order to obtain an impression of the influence of porosity 

fluctuations due to the size of an averaging volume we consider the 

following model. A poreus medium consists of identical spheres with 

radius rp in a FCC-structure. In this arrangement of spheres the 

highest density is obtained. Consider also a spherical averaging volume 

with radius Rv. The midpoint of the averaging volume coincides with the 

midpoint of one of the particles. The theoretica! value of the porosity 

in a FCC-stucture is 1-rr/(3~) = 0.2595. For this structure the 

porosity of the structure is computed as a function of the radius Rv. 

The relative deviation between the computed and theoretica! value is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. If the diameter of the averaging volume is larger 

than ten partiele diameters relative porosity fluctuations are smaller 

than 0.5% . Note that this is a worst case estimate because of the 

coincidence of the mldpoints of a partiele and the averaging volume. 

If we use Bachmat's result (2.4.2) for this FCC-structure to 

determine the minimal size of a spherical averaging volume we obtain 

the following result. Fora 3% chance (~) that the relative porosity 

deviation (e/n) exceeds 0.5%, the minimal diameter of our averaging 

volume should be 11.3 partiele diameters . Here A=(v2fv- 1
/ 3 )rp = 0.117 

rp. This means that an averaging volume with a minimal diameter of 10 

partiele diameters copes with the demands. With an average partiele 

size of 430 ~ (Tabla IV) we find for 2mtn= 4.3 mm. 

With the density measurements of chapter 4.2 we can estimate a 
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maximum size for the averaging volume: 2max= 64 mm. For the frequency 

domain of the shock tube experiments (1-100 kHz) we find a minimal wave 

length Àm 1 n= 10 mm, which is twice the lengthof the averaging volume. 

The diameter of the pore pressure gages and strain gages is 6 and 10 mm 

respectively which allows continuurn measurements with a good wave scale 

resolution. 

0.0 

~ 

I 
0 

~ 
c 

-0.5 

FCC-structure: n
0
=0.2595 

Fig. 2.1: ReLative deviation 1-nln0 between computed porosity n and the 

asymptotic vaLue (n0 ) for an FFC-structure versus the reduced 

radius of the averaging voLume Rv/rp. in which rp is the 

partieLe radius. 
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3. ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 

In the previous chapter balance equations for a porous medium 

containing arbitrary pore fluids were formulated. Since our aim is to 

verify wave propagation roodels we discuss in this chapter solutions for 

the specific conditions of the shock tube experiments. 

Mathematically, the problem of our interest is a one-dimensional 

step-loading on the pore fluid of a semi-infinite porous medium. As 

pore fluids water, air, or a mixture of water and air bubbles are 

considered. 

3.1 Water saturated pores; Linear theory 

Our analysis of the water-saturated case deals with three subjects. 

First on the basis of a Fourier decomposition an exact solution is 

derived. This opens the possibility to take into account the frequency 

dependenee of the interaction forces. Secondly, parameter studies are 

performed for the propagation, damping, and deformation of a step wave 

in a porous medium by using the method of characteristics. And third, 

in addition to wave propagation, wave reflection is discussed. 

3.1.1 Wave motion in the frequency domain 

In this section we will describe an exact numerical solution for 

Eqs. (2.3.10)-(2.3.15) by means of a Fourier decomposition. The 

relation for the frequency dependenee of the interaction forces is 

basedon a straight cylindrical duet model. 

The balance equations will be specified in their linear harmonie 

form, assuming an exp(iwt) dependenee for all relevant quantities. The 

mass conservation laws take the following form: 

8v 
-iwn + (1-n) 8x = 0. 

(3.1.1) 

(3.1.2) 

The complex amplitudes are denoted with ~ Conservation of momenturn is 

expressed in the following way: 
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(3.1.3) 

A 

iw(1-n)ppv 
aa rtn n2 A A 

7fZ -(1-n)&"- (iwp
00 

+ k F)(v-w). (3.1.4) 

The lasttermsin Eqs. (3.1.3) and (3 . 1.4) describe the frequency 

dependent interaction forces between solid and liquid. In the limit of 

high frequencies, this interaction force bacomes purely imaginary and 

can be described in terms of high frequency added mass: iwp
00

• The 

stationary Darcy coefficient is denoted by k, which is related to the 

previously introduced coefficient a by k = 1/(a~). Fis a complex 

frequency dependent friction factor, which tends to unity as w ~ 0. 

Constitutive relations are: 

(3.1.5) 

av iw 
ax=-K;a. (3 . 1.6) 

The precise form of the frequency dependenee of F(w) is still not 

fully known . For a hypothetical porous material consisting of mutually 

connected circular cylinders with radius Rp the appropriate expression 

for Fis according to Biot (1956b) and Zwikkar and Kosten (1949) : 

F (3 . 1. 7) 

with the transient Reynolds number K defined as: 

(3.1.8) 

and with v the kinematic viscosity of the pore liquid. ] 1 and ] 0 are 

Bessel functions of first and zerothorder respectively. In fact F 

follows directly from the linearized Navier-Stokes equation for a 

harmonie pressure gradient in a circular tube. Good approximations of 

F(K) for low and high frequencies are: 

K ~ 0, (3.1.9) 
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1+1 
F -+ '4v2 K, K -+ ro. (3.1.10) 

From an analysis of the flow in the pores in an arbitrary porous 

material at high frequencies, it can be argued that a form l i ke Eq . 

(3.1.7) or Eq . (3 . 1 . 10) will also hold in the high frequency limit when 

the pores have an irregular shape. In that case, for Rp some 

representative pore radius has to be taken, which wil! in general 

depend on the structure of the porous material. johnson. Koplik , and 

Dashen (1987) defined a non-dimensional parameter 8a kD/(nR~). which 
(X) 

equals unity for the case of connected cylinders. They found t hat this 

parameter has a value between 1 and 2 for more realistic porous 

materials. In the case of a cylinder, Rp equals the cylinder radius. 

The equations will be applied to a semi- infinite porous material 

subject toa prescribed value of p=Ap and a=O at x=O. The resulting 

harmonie solution can be used to solve the problem of a step like load 

at x=O, t=O by superposition . The solution proceeds as follows : Insert 

an harmonie x-dependence exp(-iwx/c) for all dependent variabl es in 

Eqs . (3.1.1)-(3.1.6) . From Eqs. (3 . 1.1), (3.1.2) and (3.1.5), (3.1.6): 

p KI ( :!!:_ + 1-n ~) • 
c n c (3.1.11 ) 

(3.1.12) 

Inserting these expresslons in the momenturn Eqs. (3.1.3), (3.1 . 4) 

yields the following set for w and v : 

(1-n)K , _ in
2
F} 

+ z kw ' 
c 

(3.1.13) 

& _ (1-n) 2K, 

c 2 nc2 

_ in
2 F} 

kw · (3.1.14) 

Use has been made of the notation : 

P11 (3.1.15) 

The dispers i on relation directly follows f r om Eqs. (3.1.13) and 
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(3.1.14): 

0, (3.1.16) 

with 

inF P11p22+2p12 
kw K1Kp (3.1.17) 

2 ~ + l_ {(1-n)
2 

+ _ 2(1-n) } _ iF K1+nKp 
~ = nK1 K Pzz Ptt n Ptz kw K!Kp . (3.1.18) 

P nz 

Eq. (3.1.16) has two independent solutions, the first and the second 

wave, denoted by the subscripts 1,2. Dispersion plots of both wave 

speeds and damping are shown in Fig. 3.1 for both constant and 

frequency dependent permeability . The introduetion of frequency 

dependent friction leads to a significantly increased damping at high 

frequencies. The wave speeds are hardly affected. The relation between 

w1 and v1 follows from either (3 . 1.13) or (3.1.14). Then the values of 

v1 and w1 follow from the prescribed values of p and a at x:O, p0 and 0 

respectively. From Eqs. (3.1.11) and (3 . 1.12): 

A w 

{

A 

Po = K1 2: ...J.. + 1 c1 

0 

1-n ~~}. 
n c1 

i 1,2, (3.1.19) 

(3. 1. 20) 

Finally this results in the following transfer functions for the 

pressure and the stress waves propagating over a distance x: 

[ 
-iwx/c 1 -iwx/c2 ] e - e , (3 . 1.22) 

with 

(3 . 1. 23) 
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Fig. 3.1: Dispersion pLots (a) the reaL part of the compLex wave speeds 

(m/s) and (b) damping (m- 1
) of the first and the second wave 

versus the anguLar frequency w (rad/s). The damping is the 

imaginary part of -w/ct. i= 1,2. The soLid Lines are the 

resuLt for a constant permeabiLity and the dashed Lines for 

frequency-dependent permeabiLity. VaLues of the modeL 

parameters are Listed in TabLe I. 
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In order to limit the number of frequency components in the input 

signa! a pressure step with limited rise tim~ (20 ~s) is considered. 

The effective pore radius is derived from 8a kry!(nR~)=l, which is the 
(X) 

value for the case of connected cylinders. Results of the computations 

are shown in Fig. 3.2. In Fig. 3.2.a the pore pressure is shown for 

both a constant and a frequency dependent permeability. In Fig. 3.2.b 

the stress is plotted for the same conditions. The initia! step-wise 

disturbance is divided into two parts: the first wave in which pore 

fluid and porous material are compressed simultaneously, and a second 

wave in which the pore fluid is compressed again, while the porous 

material relaxes . Therefore the first and second waves are called 

in-phase and out-of-phase mode respectively. 

For a constant permeability the two wave fronts retain their 

discontinuous character. By camparing the results for x=l2 cm and x=22 

cm we find that the second "discontinuity" is clearly damped. After the 

second wave front a relaxation zone is found, in which pore-pressure 

increment and strain decrement are diffusion-type processes. This is a 

consequence of the low frequency behaviour of the dispersion relation: 

d- iw. 

The frequency dependent friction leads to a stronger damping of the 

second wave front. The first wave is not affected. A second wave 

amplitude can no longer be defined due to the smooth transition of the 

wave front into the diffusion- type pore pressure increment and strain 

decrement. 

At the end of this section a schematic view of the space resolved 

wave structure is given in Fig. 3.3. When reflected from the porous 

medium, the incident wave generates two wave fronts . At a certain time 

the following situation is found. The pore pressure and effective 

stress increase in a stepwise mannar at the first wave front. Since the 

first wave is hardly damped, pore pressure and effective stress remain 

constant between the first and second wave fronts. At the second wave 

front, the pore pressure again increases but the effective stress 

decreases. Between the second wave front and the top of the porous 

medium, the pore pressure increment and stress decrement are governed 

by diffusion processes. 
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Fig. 3.2: Computed pore pressures (a) and strains (b) for a singLe step

toading (20 ~s rise time) on the pore fLuid of a water

saturated porous medium. Computations are performed for a 

cons tant permeabil i ty (solid line) and a frequenc y -d ependent 

permeabiiity (dashed line). VaLues of the model parame ters 

are listed in Table I . 

incident 
wave 

second wave 
f ront 

Fig . 3.3 : Schematic view .of the space resolved two wave structure for a 

water-saturated porous medi um . The pore pressure is indicated 

by pand the effective stress by a. 
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3.1.2. Step wave propagation 

In order to investigate how the applied pressure step is divided 

between first and second wave, what determines the ratio of the jump 

values for pore pressure and effective stress, and to get an impression 

of a characteristic time for the decay of the wave front 

discontinuities, use is made of the metbod of characteristics . For the 

permeability and the mass coupling parameter we will take constant 

values, which results in a lower limit for the damping. 

Applying the metbod of characteristics (Courant and Friedrichs, 

1963, Gimalitdinov, 1968) Eqs. (2.3.11)-(2 .3.16) can be rewritten in 

their so called characteristic form : 

a a Cat + V ax) (Aa + f3p + Cv + Dw) E(v-w). (3.1.24) 

V follows from the equation: 

0 , (3.1.25) 

where 

(3 . 1.26) 

~ 1 {(1-n)
2 

2(1-n) } nK
1 

+ K; n 2 P22 + P11 - n P12 . (3.1.27) 

The coeficients p 11 , p22 and p 12 are defined by (3.1 . 15) . We will refer 

to V=±V, (1=1,2) as the frozen wave speeds (i . e . the wave speeds in the 

inf i nite frequency limit) . Eqs. (3.1.26) and (3 . 1 . 27) are the high 

frequency limit of (3.1.17) and (3.1.18) respectively. 

The coefficients are (1=1,2): 

(3.1.28) 
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Note that the coefficients A1 and B1 are odd functions of V1 , whi lst 

the others are even functions. The two solutions of V1 correspond to 

the so-called characteristics, which are lines in the x-t plane with 

slopes dx/dt = ±Vt . 2· Any point in the x-t plane can be considered as 

the intersection of four characteristics. This means that the state of 

any point in the x-t plane can be expressed by relations of the farm: 

(3 
[± A1a ± B 1 p + C1 v + 0 1 w] 

a a 
(3.1.29) 

Where i= 1,2 and the ±-sign corresponds to the positive and negative 

sign of dx/dt. The path of integration between a and (3 is a 

corresponding characteristic in the x-t plane. Application of (3.1.29) 

across a discontinuity means: 

(3 
[± A1a + B1p + C,v + D,w]a = 0. (3.1.30) 

First we determine the state in the origin of the x-t diagram of Fig. 

3.4. Due to the presence of two discontinuities this state is 

multivalued. In the initial state of rest, denoted by (0), we have: 

p 101 =0, a 101 =Û, v 101 =w101 =Ü. Boundary conditlans at x=O, t)O are p=Ap , 

a=D. Let R refer to the origin in the second wave region (2) of Fig . 

(2) 

/ 

(' 
2 

', 
c 

2 

second wave 
front 

(1) 

fi r st wave 
front 

(0) 

(~ 
x 

Fig. 3.4: Characteristics used todetermine the state of the origin for 

first (1) and second (2) wave. The situation of initiat rest 

is indicated by (0). 
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3.4. Then by definition: Aw=wR. Av=VR and because of the boundary 

conditions: PR=Ap, aR=Ü. Using the jump condition (3.1.30) for the c1 

and c2 characteristics, we find: 

(3.1 .31) 

The pore fluid velocity Aw and the partiele velocity Av at the top of 

the porous medium for t ~ 0 are: 

(3.1.32) 

In a similar way we can determine the state in the origin for the 

first wave, region (1) of Fig. 3.4. In the limit (x . t) ~ (0,0) the 

state in points R,S and region (0) is defined by: p 101 =a 1 01 =Ü, v 101 = 

W101 =Ü, PR=Ap, UR=Û, VR=Av, WR=Aw, Ps=Ap1 , as=Aa1 , Vs=AV1 , and Ws=W1 . 

After some algebra we find: 

Ap1 Ap B1A2 /(B1A2 -A1B2 ), 

Aa1 -Ap B1B2 /(B1A2 - A1B2 ). 

(3.1.33) 
Av1 -Ap B1D2 /(D1C2 -C1D2 ), 

Aw1 Ap B1 C2 /(D1C2 -C1D2 ) . 

Finally the method of characteristics can be used to investigate the 

decay of the first and second wave fronts. This decay is caused by the 

souree term in the characteristic equation (3.1.29). First we determine 

the damping of the first wave. The two cT characteristics just in front 

of and behind the wave front are drawn in Fig. 3.5. Let p 1 , a 1 , v 1 , w1 

be the jump values across the first wave. Applying (3.1.29) on the 

jumps along the ci . r and ci . b characteristics yields: 

(3.1.34) 

For the other characteristics Eq. (3.1.30) can be used . Aftersome 

rnathematics we find : 
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second wave 
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(1) 
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x 

Fig . 3 . 5: Characteristics used todetermine the damping of the first 

and second waue fronts. 

P1 (3 . 1.35) 

and similary for the other variables . The damping time constant is: 

(3.1.36) 

The damping of the secend wave front can be determined in a similar 

way : let the jumps across the secend wave front be p2 , a 2 , v2 , w2 . 

Applying the same procedure as for the decay of the first wave front, 

we find: 

P2 Ap2 exp (-t/T2 ), (3 . 1.37) 

where 

(3.1.38) 

and 

T2 (3 . 1.39) 

With the results (3.1.25)-(3.1.28), and (3.1.33) parameter studies 

can be performed. With regard to the analysis of the shock tube 

experiments in chapter 5, the dependenee on the constrained modulus Kp 

and mass coupling parameter a is stuclied for the wave speeds of the 

first and second wave fronts, and the pore pressure and stress 
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Fig. 3.6: First wave speed V1 (a), pore pressure ampLitude Ap 1 /Ap (b), 

effective stress ampLitude Aa 1 /Ap (c), and second wave speed 

V2 (d) versus the constrained moduLus Kp with the mass 

coupLing factor a as parameter. Q is the point at which there 

is no damping of the first wave. Ap = 1.0 bar and Po= 1.0 

bar . The pore ftuid is water. The va Lues of the other 

parameters are Listed in TabLe I. 
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amplitude of the first wave front. The parameter values used for the 

computations are listed in Tabla I. The results are depicted in Fig. 

3.6. All quantities clearly depend on Kp. Wave speed, pore pressure and 

effective stress amplitude of the first wave front are weakly dependent 

on the mass coupling factor a. At point Q in Fig. 3.6.a,b,c the two 

curves coincide, which means that in this case there is no dependenee 

on the mass coupling parameter. It can be shown from Eqs. (2.3.10)

(2.3 . 15) that this point corresponds to the situation when V=W and , 

accordingly , the first wave will not be damped . The second wave speed 

in Fig . 3 .6 . d strongly depends on a. 

Linear theory not only applies to the water saturated case , but can 

also be used for small disturbances when the pores contain air, or a 

mixtur e of water and air bubbles. Therefore in Fig . 3.7 results are 

plotted for the wave speed V1 , the pore pressure amplitude Ap 1 /Ap and 

the effective stress amplitude Aa 1 /Ap of the first wave front versus 

the non-dimensional bulk modulus K1/K1 of the pore fluid, in which K1 

is the bulk modulus of water . If K1/K1=1 the po r es are completely 

saturated with water. Fig. 3 . 7 shows an increasing wave speed and pore 

pressure amplitude of the first wave front, and a decreasing effective 

stress amplitude with increasing bulk modulus of the pore fluid. When 

K1/K1< 0 . 3 , Aa 1 /Ap is clearly dependent on the mass coupling parameter . 

As an example we will discuss the situation in which the air 

fraction in the pore volume is 0.01. This corresponds to K1/K 1= 

4 .5x10- a . We find V1 = 1515 m/s, Ap 1 /Ap = 0.005, and Aa 1 /Ap = 0 . 80 . This 

situation , as compared to full water saturation, shows the strong 

influence of a small air fraction in the pore volume . A volumetrie 

fraction of 1% air in the pores, results in a 40% reduction of the 

velocity of the first wave and a reduction of the pore-pressure 

amplitude of more than 99%. 

When the pores are air-filled, K1/K1~ 5x10- 6
. Fora partially 

saturated porous medium, K1/K1 strongly depends on the volume fraction 

of air in the pores. Finally, a limiting expressio·n is given for the 

so-called stiff frame limit for V1 , which means that Kp/Kf ~ oo. In this 

case we find: 

K 
(3.1.40) (1-n)pp + (1-1/a)np, 
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Fig. 3.7: First wave speed V1 (a), reLative pore pressure ampLitude 

Ap 1 /Ap (b), and reLative effective stress ampLitude Aa1 /Ap 

(c) versus the non-dimensionaL bulk modulus of the pore fluid 

Kt/KJ. If K1/K1 = 1 the porous medium is fully saturated with 

water . Q is the point at which there is no damping of the 

first wave. Ap = 1.0 bar, Po= 1.0 bar. The vaLues of the 

model parameters are listed in Table I. 
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The "effective" density of the fluid-filled porous material is 

apparently dependent on the mass coupling factor a. For a=1 there is no 

coupling between the motion of pore fluid and solid. 

3.1.3 Reflection of a pressure step from aporous surface 

The porous medium is separated from the air shock tube by a water 

layer as is shown in Fig . 1.1 . The pressure step on top of the porous 

column is caused by the reflection of a weak shock wave, propa~ated in 

this water layer . The reflection coefficients can easily be der i ved 

from the results of the last section: the amplitude of the reflected 

discontinuity is directly related to the amplitudes of the jumps in 

velocity Aw and Av of pore fluid and porous material . 

As shown in Fig . 1.1 the water-saturated column is surrounded by a 

water filled gap. In the cross section of the shock tube at x=O the 

surface fraction of the porous cylinder is A and the gap surface 

fraction is 1-A . The pressure amplitudes of the incident wave, the 

reflected wave, and the transmitted wave in the gap are denoted by p 1 , 

Pr . and Pt respectively . At x=Ü we have the following relation f or the 

pressure amplitudes: 

Pt + Pr Pt = Ap, (3.1.41) 

where Ap is the initial pressure step amplitude at the top of the 

porous cylinder . Continuity requires for the veloeities at x=Ü: 

Wt - Wr A {(1-n)Av + nAw} + (1 - A)wt. (3. 1. 42) 

The fluid and partiele veloeities Aw and Av at x=O follow from Eq. 

(3.1.32). The water density is assumed to be constant . In the water 

layer the following relations exist: 

(3. 1.43) 

where 

(3. 1.44) 
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with c 0 the speed of sound in water. After some algebra we find: 

Pt (lJhA)Ap +~Zo {(1-n)Av + nAw}. (3.1.45) 

The reflection coefficient is defined as: 

r (3.1.46) 

04~ 
-

0(: 1 

03 

0.2 

0.1 

10 

Fig. 3.8: RefLection coefficient r versus the constrained moduLus Kp 

(GPa) for a wave refLection from a water-saturated porous 

coLumn. The parameter is the mass coupLing factor a. The 

vaLues of the modeL parameters are Listed in TabLe I. 

In Fig. 3.8 the reflection coefficient versus the constrained 

modulus Kp is shown. It appears that r is weakly dependent on Kp and 

the mass coupling factor a. 

Linear theory can also be used to obtain the value of the reflection 

coefficient for smal! amplitudes. It appears that the reflection 

coefficient is strongly dependent on the fluid compressibility and 
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hence on the air volume fraction. This is shown in Fig . 3.9. The 

reflection coefficient varles between ~ +0.40 for the water saturated 

case and ~ -0.75 for an air volume fraction of 0.043 (~1/~ 1 = 103 ). 

0.0 

-0.5 

Fig. 3.9 : RefLection coefficient r for a pressure s tep r e fL ecting from 

a porous surface versus the non-dimensionaL fLuid 

compressibiLity K1/K1 for two vaLues of the mass coupLing 

factor a. The water compressibiLity is~~. the ini tiaL 

pressure Po= 1.0 bar. The pore fLuid is a mixture of water 

and air. The vaLues of the modeL paramete rs ure Li sted in 

TabLe I. 

3 . 2 Air filled pores 

When the pores contain air, the inertia terms in the pore fluid 

momenturn equations are less important .than i n the wate r - saturated case . 

Time and length values at which inertia effects can be neglected, are 

estimated from the analysis insection 3.1.2. As shown in Fig. 3.7.b 

the pore pressure amplitude of the first wave becomes very small (K1/K1 

~ 5.10-5 for air). The second wave step, with speed V2 , decays with a 
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characteristic time T2 . This means that for t >> T2 inertia effects are 

not important. Inserting typical values for the material parameters in 

Eqs. (3.1.25)-(3 . 1.27), (3.1.28) and (3.1.39), we find T2 ~ 60 ~s . 

If these conditions are fullfilled the pore fluid equations (2.3.17)

(2.3.19) can be simplified substantially : 

1. The pore fluid inertia, including added mass, can be neglected . 

2. Because the air in the pores is much more compressible than the 

porous material, the partiele velocity will befarsmaller than the 

pore fluid velocity. Therefore, the partiele velocity can be 

neglected in the interaction terms. 

The resulting pore fluid equations are deccupled from the solid motion 

and describe a diffusion type process . 

Fora step loading on a semi infinite porous medium Eqs. (2.3.17)

(2.3.19) were numerically solved before by Morrison (1976, 1977). In 

order to analyze the problem, Eqs. (2 .3 . 18)-(2.3. 20) are written in a 

non-dimensional form : 

arr arr aw 
at . + w ax. + rr ax. = 0 . (3.2 . 1) 

arr 2 ax· + W + BITW 0, (3.2.2) 

where the following substitutions are used: 

x = x/L , t' = t/T, rr pipa. w WT/L , 

T E12etob2n L b E12e'o . 
(3.2.3) 

a31{18 a2172B 

The quanti ties with index "0" denote initia! va lues . Initia! and 

boundary conditions are fora step loading Ap on top of a semi-infinite 

porous medium: 

x' = 0 t'( 0 rr 1, 

t'~ 0 rr 1 + Ap/pa. (3 .2.4) 
x'= 0 t'~ 0 rr 1, 

x'-+ oo rr 1. 

In o rder t o investigate the singular behaviour of the solution near the 
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origin; we introduce a new space variabie ~ defined as: 

~ = x'/{t')" {3.2.5) 

where Kis still to be specified. The transformed Eqs. {3.2 . 1), (3.2.2) 

are: 

t aTI arr w ti-" arr TI t1-K ~ = 0 at - K~ 817 + a~ v•r (3.2.6) 

0 {3 . 2 .7) 

Note that the primes are omitted. We wil! choose K such that all 

derivatives of TI with respect to K and ~ remain bounded. From Eq. 

(3.2.6) it follows that w- t"-1 . while from {3 . 2 .7) W2 has to be 

proportional to t-" . Therefore K equals 2
/ 3 . 

A new reduced velocity is introduced such that its value is bounded 

at the origin: 

The final formulation of the pore fluid equation is: 

all (W 2 n) aTI + TI aw1 _ 
t at + 1 

- ; •• at a~ - 0 • 

1 

arr + t 13 W BIIW2 817 f + f· 

Boundary conditions are: 

t < 0 

t ~ 0 

TI 

TI 

--oo(t("' TI 

(3.2.8) 

(3.2.9) 

(2.3.10) 

The problem is solved numerically by means of a Crank-Nicholson 

integration scheme, including an internal iteration procedure {Ames, 

1963) . 
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The solid behaviour can be evaluated on the basis of the linear 

theory of sectien 3 . 1.2, since Ap 1 /Ap << 1. The jump in effective 

stress across the first wave front fellows from Eq. (3.1.33): Aa 1 /Ap ~ 

0.82 (see also Fig . 3.7.c). It can be shown that the effective stress 

will increase in a relaxation zone behind the first wave until the 

maximum value a=Ap is attained. The effective stress decreases again in 

the "diffusion layer" in which the pressure increases to Ap. The value 

of the frozen wave speed V1 almost equals v., which is the stiff frame 

limit (3.1.40). 

3.3. Partially saturated pores 

In this case the same procedure is foliowed as for the air-filled 

pores. Time and length scales at which pore fluid inertia effects can 

be neglected are estimated from the analysis in sectien 3 . 1 . 2 . If the 

pores contain 1 volume % air, the non-dimensional bulk modulus is K1 /K 1 

~ 4.5x10- 3
• In that case Ap 1 /Ap << 1. Values for the time decay 

constant T 2 and the penetratien depth V2 T 2 of the secend wave front 

are: T 2 ~ 0 . 90 ms and V2 T 2 ~ 74 mm. 

If these conditlens are fullfilled we can make the same assumptions 

as in the previous section. The resulting pore fluid equations 

(2.3.23)-(2 . 3 . 25) describe a diffusion type process . The simplified 

equations are obtained in non-dimensional form by substituting: 

x' x/L, t' = t/T, IT = p/p0 , A /31DPo· 
(3.3.1) 

where L is the lengthof the poreus cylinder. Quantities with a 

subscript "0" denote values at ambient conditions. After omitting the 

primes , we find the following non-linear diffusion equation: 

(3 .3.2) 

In order to evereome numerical problems associated with the singular 

behavier of the salution near the origin, we use a similarity 

transformation somewhat different from the one in the previous section: 
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(3.3.3) 

This leads to the following result for Eq. (3.3.2): 

~ ~ ~ a2 rr 
4 vu 2 vu A (-u")2 + Tl2 

t at - 11 ~ = ~ ~2 (3.3.4) 

Boundary conditions expressed in the similarity coordinate become: 

T) = 0 (x 0, t ~ 0) 

(x > 0, t = 0) 

Tl 

Tl 

1 + Ap/p0 , 

1. 
(3.3.5) 

Due to the step loading on the top of the poreus material the non

dimensional pressure at T) = 0 is independent of the non-dimens i onal 

time. In that case Tl is only a function of the similarity coordinate T) . 

Eq. (3.3.4) becomes : 

-rr-2 arr {A arr 2 } 
~ ~ + T) • (3.3.6) 

Eq . (3 .3.6) and boundary conditions (3 . 3 . 5) are solved numerically by 

means of a shooting technique. The solution is shown in Fig. 3.10, in 

which the non-dimensional pressure (p-p0 )/Ap is plotted versus the 

similarity coordinate T). 

The same procedure can be applied for air-filled pores when a linear 

fluid-solid interaction (Darcy-law) is assumed. This extension is 

useful because the non-dimensional equations in the previous sectien 

are not defined when the non- linear drag parameter b is zero . An 

equation, analoge to Eq. (3.3.6), is obtained : 

-rr-1 arr { arr 2 } 
~ aTJ + TJ • (3.3.7) 

The solution, again obtained with a shoot ing technique, is also shown 

in Fig. 3.10. 
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Fig. 3.10: Computed non-dimensional pore pressure (p-p0 )/Ap versus the 

similarity coordinate ~ for a single step-toading on the 

pore fluid of a partially saturated (solid line) and an 

air-filled porous medium (dashed line). A linear drag 

relation is assumed (Darcy-law). The initial pressure Po= 

1.0 bar, the pressure step Ap = 1.0 bar. The fluid 

compressibility of the partially saturated porous medium is 

~10= 7 .5x10- 8 Pa- 1
• 
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4 . STATIC AND DYNAMIC PARAMETER TESTS 

In chapter 2, wave propagation models for a porous medium containing 

an arbitrary pore fluid were formulated. In the previous chapter, 

specific solutions for air-filled , water-saturated, or partial ly 

saturated porous media were discussed . In these wave-propagation models 

a number of material parameters appeared . 

Since our aim is to verify these wave propagation models by 

comparing the solutions of the previous chapter and the shock-tube 

experiments, we need independent tests of the porous-medium and pore

fluid parameters. Therefore, in section 4 . 2, tests will be described to 

obtain values for the porosity, permeability properties, elastic 

properties, and the mass coupling parameter of the porous medium. The 

saturation of the porous column with water and the preparation of a 

water~air mixture will be discussed in section 4.3. The properties of 

these pore fluids will follow from compressibility measurements in 

section 4.4. 

First, we will start with the description of the preparation of the 

porous column. 

4 . 1 Sample preparation 

The sand used is a sieve fraction of Meuse sand. The partiele size 

distribution is assumed to be lognormal. The lognormal distribution 

function is defined by : 

f(x) (4.1.1) 

and the cumulative lognormal distribution is: 

d 
F(d) f f(x)dx. (4.1. 2 ) 

0 

The function F(d) represents the fraction of sand particles with ~ 

diameter x~d. a is the standard deviation, and d60 is the mean value of 

the partiele size distribution: F(d60 } = 1/2. Since ihe partiele weight 
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distribution is also lognormal, the partiele distribution can be 

obtained by sieving. The sand mass on each of the sieves is weighed. 

The sieves are standard sieves according to ASTM E 11-70 or NEN 2560. 

In Fig. 4.1 the cumulative mass fraction versus the partiele diameter d 

is shown. The sand can be characterized by the median value d60 and the 

standard deviation a= 0.5 ln(d84/d16). The values are listed in Table 

IV. 

a. 
:9 
Ll. 0.5 

0.1 

partiele diameter dP [mm] 

Fig .. 4.1 : Cumula.tive partieLe size distribut ion diagram of sa.nd 

particles in the shock tube sample. The partiele diameter dp 

is plotted versus the mass fra.ctton sa.nd F(dp) with a. 

diameter less or equa.l dp . 

The basic idea of the sample preparatien is that the sand particles 

are fixed at the contact points with a two component epoxy resin 

(Scotchcast, 3M electrical resin 8 x R5236, which has a very high 

electrical resistivity). First, a mould was prepared, consisting of two 

half cylinder walls. To prevent the sand from sticking to the cylinder 

wall the inside of the mould was sprayed with teflon . As an extra 
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preeautien the teflon layer was rubbed with silicone oil. The sand was 

mixed with 3 mass % hardener (component B, which is the most viscous 

component). 3 mass% resin (component A) was then added and mixed 

thoroughly . The mixture is put into the mould in layers of 

approximately 1 cm. In this way inhomogeneities will be smaller than 

most wave lengtbs involved. The top of each layer was compacted until 

the highest possible density was obtained. After a few weeks' hardening 

the porous cylinder was ready for homogeneity check and 

instrumentation. 

The initial lengthof the sample is 2.135 m. After the homogeneity 

check two pieces at the bottorn and the top were removed leaving a 

sample of 1.900 m. 

4.2 Experiments, set-up, results 

POROSITY 

The porosity (n) is determined from the mass (m) and volume (V) of a 

dry sample and the grain density (p ) using the relation: 
p 

(1-n)pp. (4.2.1) 

In the case of a sand two-component glue sample corrections have to be 

made for the amount of glue added to the sand. The result is n = 
0.28±0.02. In this way, only an average value is obtained for the 

porosity. Local deviations from the average porosity influence 

permeability properties enormously. This was illustrated in a review of 

studies in which the porosity dependenee of the permeability is 

investigated (Dullien 1975, Macdonald, El-Sayed, Mow , and Dullien 

1979). Therefore, the homogeneity was checked by means of gamma-ray 

transmission scanner developed at the Delft Geotechnics (Ruygrok, 

1982). The principle of this metbod was described by deSwartand 

Groeneveld (1970), Been (1981), and Davidson, Bigger, and Nielsen 

(1963). Theset-upis shown in Fig. 4.2. A 137Cs 1-source and a 

detector are moved simultaneously along aporous cylinder. The detector 

signa! versus the position along the sample is recorded. A typical 

example is shown in Fig . 4 . 2. 
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic set-up of the 1-ray transmission scanner . The 137Cs 

1 - source and the detector can be transtated simuttaneousty 

atong the porous cyLinder. The detector signat and detector 

tevet are recorded by an x-y recorder. 

The main energy of 137Cs is a 0.66 MeV 7-peak. for thls energy the 

Compton effect is the most important attenuation mechanism. The 

attenuation is dependent on density (p) and thickness (d) of the sample 

111 0 exp(- ~pd), (4.2.2) 

where 1,1 0 are the intensities of the 1- radiation at the rearand the 

front of the sample respectively. The coefficient ~ is called mass 

attenuation coefficient. for Campton attenuation, ~ is proportional to 

the ratio of the atomie number (Z) and the mass number (A) of an 

element . This means that for light elements (Z/A = 1/2) ~ is a 

constant . The only exception is hydrogen (Z/A = 1) . This is why in 

1-attenuation experiments the equivalent water density is 20/18 = 1.11 

times the real water density. 

The detector is a 1 inch Nai scintillation crystal with a photo 

multiplier. Only the photo peak is detected by a one-channel pulse 

height analyser with a narrow energy wlndow. In this way, only the 

non-scattered 1-photons are counted and the attenuatlon due to the 

Compton effect is measured. The 7-intensity is recorded on an X-Y 

recorder . This leads to a logarithmic density scale. After digitizing 

and sealing this recording , fig. 4.3 with a linear density scale is 

obtained. After the first density measurement, the cylinder is rotated 
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90 degrees and a second maasurement is performed. The two scans show 

the same density path. Differences between both scans are due to local 

deviations from circular symmetry. Since diameter and grain density of 

the porous cylinder are constants, variations in density must be due to 

porosity variations. From the results of Fig. 4.3 we find n = 0.29±0.02 

which is in agreement with the average value. The density maasurement 

procedure was calibrated with a number of different clay solutions in a 

density range of 1.11x103 kg/m3 and 1.85x103 kg/m3
• These solutions 

contain a mixture of quartz. aluminium oxide, bentonite and water. 

1.8 

1.7 

0 os 10 15 2.0 

position (m( 

Fig. 4.3: Density pLots of the porous coLumn, obtained by menns of the 

~-ray transmission scanner. The average coLumn density Peq is 

shown versus the position on the porous cyLinder, for two 

perpendicuLar directions. 

PERMEABILITY PROPERTIES 

Permeability properties of porous cylinde rs are measured in a 

one-dimensional stationary gas flow experiment. For low veloeities the 

Darcy law holds: 

(4.2.3) 
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where 8p/öx is the pressure gradient, k the permeability, n the 

porosity and w the velocity of the pore fluid relativa to the sand. The 

product nw is known as the filter velocity. For higher veloeities the 

Darcy law must he extended with a term proportional to the velocity 

squared: 

(4.2.4) 

This relation is often referred to as the Forchheimer equation, in 

which ~ is the dynamic viscosity , p the gas density and a,b are 

permeability coefficients. The coefficient a in the Darcy term depends 

on the stucture of the porous medium and is independent of the Reynolds 

number Re. The coefficient b in the quadratic term depends both on 

structure and Re . If the quadratic term is less than or equal to the 

linear term we may approximate b by b0 which is independent of Re. From 

Eqs. (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) we find : 

a 1/(~). (4.2.5) 

For the analysis of the experiments in which pressures at both sides of 

the sample and the gas mass flow are measured, we need a relation 

between these quantities . The expansion of air from the high pressure 

to the low pressure side of the porous cylinder is assumed to be 

isothermal . The one-dimensional steady state continuity equation is: 

8/öx (npw) 0. (4 . 2.6) 

This means that the mass flow density: 

~ = npw, (4.2.7) 

is a constant. For a third relation the equation of state for an !deal 

gas is used: 

p pRT. (4 . 2 .8) 

Inserting Eqs. (4.2.7) and (4 . 2 . 8) in Eq. (4.2.4), inlegrating the 

result over the length (L) of the porous cylinder and neglecting the 
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log term, the following relation is obtained : 

p~ -~~ b 
2RTL = a + Tl <f>. (4.2.9) 

In this equation Ph and p0 are the absolute pressures at the high 

pressure and low pressure side of the porous cylinder respectively. 

This formulation of Eq . (4 . 2.9) is convenient for linear regression 

analysis, provided b can be considered as a constant . 

high low 
pressure pressure 

Fig. 4.4: Set-up for smaLL sampLe permeabiLity measurements by means of 

air fLow. The air fLow is obtained by measuring the pressure 

drop over an orifice pLate . The air fLow resistance foLLows 

from the pressures at the high and Low pressure sides of the 

porous sampLe. 

The experimental set-up for small samples is shown in Fig. 4.4. The 

set-up consists of two pressure chambers connected via the porous 

cylinder . The cylinder walls are coated in order to obtain a 

one-dimensional gas flow. The pressure gradient in the porous sample is 

changed by changing the pressure in the high pressure chamber. 

Pressures in both the high pressure chamber and the low pressure 

chamber are measured using a diaphragm pressure gage (Wallace and 

Tiernan Pennwalt FA-145). The corresponding mass flow is determined by 

measuring the pressure drop with a water manometer (Van Essen, Betz 

micromanometer, 500mm) over an orifice plate. 
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Fig. 4.5: ResuLt of an air fLow permeabiLity mensurement fora smaLt 

sampLe with a Length of 61 mm and 40 mm diameter. 

(p~-p~)/(2RTL~) is pLotted versus the mass fLow densi.ty ~

Tite measurements are fi.tted wi.th an extended Forchheimer 

equation (4.2.11). The straight Li.ne is the expected 

behaviour basedon Eq. (4.2.9) with b=b0 . ~=is the mass fLow 

density for whi.ch the Unear and non- Unear term of the 

Forchheimer equati.on are equat. 

A typical result is shown in Fig. 4.5. For higher mass flow 

densities, deviations from the linear relationship (4.2.9) are 

obs~rved. To understand this we consider the relatlve influence of the 

linearand squared terms from the Forchheimer equation (4.2 .4). The 

mass flow density, for which both contributions are equal, is: 

~= a17/b (4.2.10) 

The value of ~ is also indicated in Fig . 4.5. lt appears that most 

measurements were performed in a range where ~)~ . In order to make a 

better fit, a third term proportional to w3 was added. Eq. (4 .2.9) is 

now written as: 
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(4.2.11) 

where c is a phenomenological constant. As shown by Fig. 4.5 a far 

better agreement is obtained. From the experiment we found a=(1.422± 

0.002)x1010 m- 2 b0 =(2.396±0.002)x106 m- 1
, and c=(-1.97±0 . 06)x103 

kg- 1 ms . 

The permeability properties of the shock tube sample can be measured 

in the shock tube by means of stationary gas flow. The set-up is 

basically the same as the set-up for small samples. The sample is 

coated and the air flow through the gap was prevented by means of 

0-ring sealing. 

Due to the lengthof the sample (1.900 m) the measured mass flow 

densities are lower than in the other experiment. Therefore rotameters 

(1 100.047 and 1.1000) are used insteadof an orifice plate. The result 

is shown in Fig. 4.6. All measurements are below the critica! mass flow 

density ~=· A good linearity is observed. From the experiment we find 

for the shock tube sample a=(1.10±0.03)x1010 m- 2 and b=(2.28±0.05)x106 

-1 m 

L 

Fig. 4 .6 : ResuLt of an a i r fLow permeabiLity measurement for the shock

tube sampLe . (p~-p~)/(2RTL~) is pLotted versus the mass fLow 

density ~- ~= is the mass fLow dens i ty for which the Linear 

and non-Linear term of the Forchheimer reLation are equaL. 
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ELASTIC PROPERTIES 

In a linear elastic porous medium the stress-strain relation can be 

described by two independent elastic parameters . In order to describe 

one dimensional wave propagation , the elasticity modulus E and 

constrained modulus Kp are most appropriate . The E-modulus is the 

stress-strain ratio in case of an unhindered lateral displacement of 

the porous medium. This is the case, for instance, in a longitudinal 

resonance experiment using a cylinder with a length far greater than 

the diameter . The speed of sound is: 

vUP. (4.2.12) 

in which p is the mean cylinder density. In case of a porous medium p 

(1-n)pp. If both cylinder ends can move freely the resonance 

frequencies are : 

nc/(21), (4.2 . 13) 

where 1 is the length of the cylinder. The fundamental resonance 

frequency corresponds to n=l. 

The Kp-modulus is the stress-strain ratio in the case of zero 

lateral displacement of the cylinder. This pertains to the situation of 

pulse propagation through any material of any shape. In this case the 

propagation speed is : 

v1Ç/P. (4 . 2 . 14) 

The wave speed Cd can be found from the travel time in a pulse 

propagation experiment . Relations between E and Kp can be found in 

chapter 2 . 

The set-up for the resonance experiment is shown in Fig . 4 . 7. The 

porous cylinder is supported by two stretched 250 J.UII wires. The 

cylinder ends are connected with piezoelectric transducers by thin 

wires (100 ~m), which are attached by sealing wax. The wires must not 

be tightened too much as this may easily result in parasitic 
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receiver transmitter 

Fig. 4.7: Set-up of a LongitudinaL resonance experiment. 

resonances. The two piezoelectric transducers are identical and can 

serve as both transmitter and receiver . The transmitter is excited with 

a harmonie signa!. The receiver signal is amplified and compared with 

the input signa! . lf resonance occurs, a Lissajous image is shownon 

the oscilloscope . The functions mentioned are combined in one device 

(Institut Dr. Forster, Elastomat, Typ 1.015). Resonance frequencies can 

also be obtained if the excitation frequency is 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 . . . of 

the resonance frequency. This effect is due to the non-harmonie 

excitation of the test object by the transmitter chrystal. From the 

measurements we found E:3.90±0.05 GPa. Calibration experiments are 

performed with steel and aluminium cylinders. 

For the pulse propagation experiment a concrete tester (CSI , ctt-4) 

is used. The concrete tester exists of identical piezoelectric 

transmitting and receiving tranducers. The transmitter sends a single 

high frequency pulse (80 kHz) into the porous cylinder which is 

detected by the receiver. The travel time is measured and shown on a 

display. The set-up is calibrated with an aluminium rod with well known 

properties . It is very critica! to use the adequate contact fluid 

between test object and transducers . We used a mixture of glycerine and 

quartz meal which worked satisfactorily . Results of the measurements 

are listed in Table IV. From the E and KP values a high Poisson ratio 

is found: v=0 . 484±0 . 004. 

ADDED MASS 

The determination of the mass coupling factor in an electrical 

conductivity experiment is based on the analogy of the acceleration of 
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an inviscid incompressible pore fluid in a rigid poreus medium and the 

electrical conductivity of an electrolyte filled poreus insulator. This 

analogy was first demonstrated by Brown (1980) who showed the 

equivalence of differentlal equations and boundary conditions for the 

hydrodynamic and electrical conductivity problem . This analogy was also 

discussed by Johnson and Sen (1981) and experimentally verified by 

]ohnson et al. (1982). Fora viscous fluid the analogy is only valid 

for the high frequency limit of fluid motion. Frequency influences on 

added mass are discussed in chapter 3.1. The mass coupling factor is 

defined as the ratio of the apparent and intrinsic fluid density . From 

the electrical analogy we find: 

a 
00 

(4.2.15) 

where a, is the intrinsic fluid conductivity, a.,, the effective 

conductivity of the fluid filled porous medium, and n the porosity . The 

subscript oo denotes the value for the infinite frequency limit. 

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4.8. A coated poreus 

cylinder of 72 mm diameter and 50 mm length is placed in the 

conductivity cell. The electrodes, consisting of circular poreus nickel 

plates, are placed against the poreus solid. The poreus medium is 

saturated with a de-aired 0.01 mol/1 KCl-solution. The conductivity is 

measured with a resistance bridge (Marconi Universa! Bridge TF2700). In 

order to avoid electrolysis all conductlvities are measured AC with a 

conductivity cell 

:' 'I electr 
• ~porou~~ 'I I 

~ 
1 , mediumj I 
' 'I 
' 

ode 

11kHz 

I "' a 
resistivity measuring bridge 

Ftg. 4.8: Set-up for measuring the etectricat conductiutty of aporous 

insuiator saturated with an eiectroiyte. 
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frequency of 1000 Hz. 

The intrinsic fluid conductivity was determined first. The cel! was 

then completely filled with electrolyte. In order to eliminate all 

geometrical effects the conductivity versus the distance between the 

electredes was measured. All conductlvities were performed at the same 

temperature conditions, since the electron mobility is temperature 

dependent. As aresult of the experiments we found a
00

=2.7±0.3. 

4.3 Preparatien of a water-air mixture 

So far we have discussed the porous medium properties. We shall next 

concentrata on the pore fluid. For a well defined shock tube experiment 

the creation of a homogeneaus pore fluid with uniformly distributed air 

bubbles of equal size is important. An inhomogeneous distribution of 

air bubbles in the pores may cause reflections and extra damping making 

the interpretation of the experiments more complicated. 

The preparatien of a pore fluid consisting of water and air bubbles 

occurs in two steps. First the sample is completely saturated with 

water. This is done by evacuating the sample and filling the pores with 

carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is far better soluble in water than air. 

Therefore gas remnants wil! solve quicker. The sample is filled with 

de-gassed water. It takes about a week for the gas remnants to solve 

completely. 

Secondly, in a separate vessel air is dissolved in water. This is 

done by blowing small air bubbles in a water column. The amount of air 

which dissolves in the water can be controlled by the pressure in the 

vessel. After dissolving the air no air bubbles remain in the vessel. 

As shown in Fig. 4.9 the shock tube and the vessel are connected. By 

means of a pump the pore fluid and the water in the vessel can be 

circulated. In this way the contents of the porous cylinder is 

recirculated several times. The dissolved air concéntration is checked 

by measuring the oxygen concentratien in the circulating water at the 

inlet and outlet of the shock tube. This is done by a Clark-type 

electrode and corresponding monitor (Beckmann 778). For an extensive 

theoretica! and practical treatise the reader is referred to Hitchman 

(1978). When the oxygen concentratien is constant the circulation is 

stopped and the pressure is released. The pore fluid is now a super 
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saturated (200%-300%) air solution. Gas molecules start to form air 

clusters at nuclei, which may be any microscopie roughness in the pore 

surface like scratches and holes. This process is called heterogeneaus 

nucleation. The spontaneous formation of air bubbles does not occur. 

For this homogeneaus nucleation process, a super-saturated air solution 

of 2000% is needed (Van Stralen and Cole, 1978; Sillen, 1983). 
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Fig. 4.9: Set-up for the preparation of a water-air mixture in the 

shock tube sample. In a separate uesseL air is dissolued by 

means of a flow of smalt air bubbles in the water. The amount 

of air dissolved is controLLed by the pressure in the uesseL. 

The air-saturated water can be circulated through the porous 

column by a pump. After releasing the pressure in the shock 

tube, air bubbles are formed in the shock tube. 

4.4 Compressibility measurements 

An important fluid property is the compressibility, influenced by 

the number, density, and size of air bubbles in the fluid. The 

compressibility of water-air mixtures is also discussed by Barends 

(1979, 1980) and Teunissen (1982). Their approach is related to quasi 
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static problems in soil mechanics, like ground water flow and elastic 

storage of water in soil layers. As a consequence, they assume constant 

thermadynamie equilibrium between air bubbles and dissolved air. In our 

experimental situation we deal with fast phenomena in which the 

dissolving of air can be disregarded. Therefore, we discuss both the 

equilibrium compressibility and the frozen compressibility of the pore 

fluid. In the derivation of an expression for the fluid compressibility 

we have foliowed the approach of Barends (1980). 

Consider aporous medium filled .with water and air bubbles. The pore 

volume fraction filled with water is s and the fraction air bubbles 

1-s. The air bubbles are equally sized and uniformly distributed 

throughout the porous medium. A certain amount of air is dissolved in 

the water. Henry's solubility law states that the mass of a slightly 

soluble gas that dissolves in a definite mass of liquid is very nearly 

proportional to the partlal pressure of that gas and thus, under 

isothermal conditions, proportional to the gas density. In 

thermadynamie equilibrium this proportionality is expressed by the 

solubility coefficient w. As the liquid compressibility is far smaller 

than the gas compressibility the mass of dissolved air is also 

proportional to the liquid volume. Therefore we can write that in 

equilibrium: 

(4.4.1) 

where Pud is the mass of air dissolved in a unit volume of water. If 

the compression of the fluid is very fast, there is no time for the 

dissolving process to occur. In this case Pud is constant. The amount 

of dissolved air is said to be "frozen". 

Similar to the definition of the water compressibility, we define 

the compressibility of the water-air mixture as: 

/31 .!.._~ 
PI dp • (4.4 . 2) 

in which PI is the mean fluid density and p the pore pressure. The mean 

fluid density of the water-air mixture is: 

PI (4.4 . 3) 
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To find the density change , dp , , weneed to make an assumption about 

the behaviour of the pore fluid. The air bubbles are located on 

scratches, little holes or other nuclei in the pore surface. Due to 

surface tension effects and adhesion between the sand and the air 

bubbles the bubbles will stick to the pores. The number of air bubbles 

per unit volume will remain constant . Our assumption differs slightly 

from that of Barends and Teunissen. Barends (1980) assumes the total 

mass of air in a unit volume to be constant, whilst reunissen (1982) 

assumes the relative velocity of air bubbles and water to be zero. 

Continuity requires that the change of air mass in a unit volume is 

P9 dds: 

(4 . 4 . 4) 

When in equilibrium, we find with Eq . (4 . 4 . 1) : 

(1-s+ws)dp 9 (4 . 4.5) 

After integration we find : 

r.e_g_J = [1-so+wso] lP 9 o • q 1-s+ws (4.4.6) 

where the index 0 refers to the initial state . In good approximation 

Eq . (4.4 . 6) can be written (w ~ 0.02): 

r.e_g_J = 1-so+wso . 
LPgo •q 1-s+ws 

(4.4.7) 

In the frozen condition Pgd is constant . From Eq. (4.4.4) we find after 

integrating: 

1-so -r=s· (4 . 4 .8) 

We next assume that the bubbles are compressed isothermally following 

the ideal gas law. Moreover, we assume that the vapour pressure in the 

air bubbles and the surface tension of the water-air interface do not 

play an important role, so that p 9= p and 
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&.__ = E-. 
Poo Po 

(4.4.9) 

The two latter effects are taken into account by Barends (19BO) and 

Taunissen (19B2). Using Eq. (4.4.4) we find for dp,: 

(4.4 . 10) 

If we approximate ~~ by l/(sp1) dp,/dp we find that forthefluid 

compressibility: 

[ 
n- d] 1 ds 

~~ =~I + 1 + ~ --. 
PI s dp (4.4 . 11) 

Since the second term between parenthesis is of the order 10-6 it can 

be neglected. Using Eqs. (4.4.7), (4.4.9), and (4.4.11) we find that 

for the equilibrium fluid compressibility: 

~I . eq 
(1-so+wso) polp2 

~ 1 + 1 - (1-sa+wsa) Palp" (4.4.12) 

In the same way we find for the frozen compressibility using Eqs. 

(4.4.B), (4.4.9), and (4.4.11): 

~I . f r 
~ + (l-so) polp

2 

1 1 - (1-sa) Palp" (4.4.13) 

This means that both the equilibrium and frozen compressibility are 

roughly proportional to l/p2 provided (1-sa)PaiP << 1. 

In the case of the equilibrium compressibility we obtain from Eqs . 

(4.4.7) and (4.4.9) the pressure at which the fluid is completely 

saturated : 

(4.4.14) 

At higher pressures ~~=~I-

In Fig. 4.10 the frozen and equilibrium ratlos ~~~~~ are plotted 

versus pipa. for two values of sa. 

The basic set-up for the compressibility maasurement is shown in 

Fig. 4.11. In the shock tube there is a sectien containing two parallel 
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Fig . 4.10 : Reduced compressibitity ~~/~ 1 versus the reduced pressure_ 

Fr-ozen (sotid Line) and. equiLibrium (dashed Hne) conditions 

are given for initiat saturation degrees of s 0 =0.98 and. 

s 0 =0.99. The equiLibrium compressibiLity shows a sudden 

decrease when all air is dissolved . 

windows. The water surface is a few millimeters below the windows . The 

beam of a He-Ne laser is reflected by a mirror. The mirror can he 

positioned by a stepping motor. The reflected beam passes the window, 

reflects from the water surface, and reaches a differential detector . 

This diode generates a voltage proportional to the difference in light 

intensity between the upper and the lower half of the diode sensitive 

surface. The diode signa! is used to activate a proportional feed back 

sytem which displaces the mirror in such a way that the differentlal 

light intensity of the diode is minimized. The mirror displacement is 

detected by means of a displacement transducer (Sangamo transducer no. 

72822) . One step of the stepping motor causes a mirror displacement of 
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Fig. 4.11: Opticai set-up for compressibiiity measurements in a iiquid 

fiiied system. 

0.01 mm. From Fig. 4.11 it appears that the change in water height is 

half the mirror displacement. 

During all measurements the following procedure was adopted. 

Starting with equilibrium conditions, the pressure above the water 

surface was increased. To see if there was any hysteresis the fluid was 

completely relaxed after each compression. This process was repeated 

for different pressure increments. The pressure and the mirror 

displacement were recorded on an X-T recorder. A typical recording in 

Fig. 4.12 demonstratas the process. 

The set-up was calibrated with a de-aired water column. The result 

is shown in Fig. 4.13. The measurements are indicated with circles. For 

the compressibility we find ~f=(4.7±o.2)x10- 10 Pa- 1 which is wel! in 

agreement with the literature value of 4.55x10- 10 Pa- 1 (20°C). 

Next, the compressibility of a water saturated porous column is 

measured. From Fig. 4.14 we find ~ref=(B.5±o.2)x10- 10 Pa- 1
. This is 

greater than the previous value but it also includes the 

compressibility of 0-rings, rubber membranes, and silicone kit. This 

compressibility gives, therefore, a raferenee value which is used in 

the next experiments. From the linear relation between displacement and 

pressure in Fig. 4.14, it follows that the compressibility is cons~ant, 

indicating that the column is fully saturated with water. 
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Ftg. 4.12: Example of a compressibility measurement. Pressure change 

and change of the water level are recorded as a function of 

time. 
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Fig. 4.13: Calibration experiment in which the compressibility of a 

de-gassed water column is measured . The reduced change in 

water level Ahlh0 is plotted versus the reduced pressure 

change p/p0 -l . The height of the water column is h0 =1.158 m. 
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Fig. 4.14: CompressibiLity experiment of the compLeteLy saturated 

porous coLumn in the shock tube. The reduced change in water 

LeveL Ahlh0 is pLotted versus the reLative pressure change 

p/p0 -1. h0 is the ratio of the voLume of water in the shock 

tube and the shock tube cross section. 

A water-air mixture was prepared as described in the previous 

section. A series of compressibility experiments was performed in a 

period of 165 hours after the onset of bubble growth, initiated by the 

release of pressure. Each single experiment took about 15 minutes and 

could be considered as frozen. The results are shown in Fig. 4.15. The 

solid lines connecting the measurements are obtained by a least squares 

fit of Eq. (4.4.13). lt appears that the compressibility increases 

during 119 hours. This is a consequence of the fact that the growth of 

air bubbles is a result of the diffusive air transport in the liquid. 

After 165 hours no changes are observed. 

If (1-s0 )p0 /p((1 the Eq. (4.4.13) becomes: 

For the change in water volume inside the pores this means: 

V-V 
~ = ~I(P-Po) - (1-so)Po/p. 

p 

(4.4.15) 

(4.4.16) 

For the change in water level in the tube with cross section A, this 

means: 
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4) t = 119h: s =0.9888±0.0001 
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Fig. 4.15: A series of compressibiLity experiments at different times 

after the outset of bubbLe growth, due to the reLease of 

pressure. In (a) the measured change in water LeveL is 

pLotted versus the reduced pressure p/p0 -1. In (b) the 

reduced change in water LeveL is pLotted versus the reduced 

pressure 1-p0 /p. The sLope of the Lines is 1-s. heli is the 

ratio of the pare voLume and the cross section of the shock 

tube. Each experiment took about 15 minutes. After 165 hours 

a new equiLibrium was reached. The dashed Unes indicate the 

expected compressibiLity behaviour based on a saturation 

s=0.9847±0.0003, the uaLue of which was found from an oxygen 

concentration mensurement at t=O. 
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where Ahref is the change in water level in the fully saturated case 

and heff equals V /A. 

In Fig. 4.15.b, (Ah-Ahrel)lheff has beenplottedas a function of 

(p0 /p-1) for the successive experiments. Indeed, as we expected, we 

find a series of straight lines, the slopes of which equal 1- s 0 . 
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5. WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS 

The basic idea of the experiment is as fellows. By means of a shock 

tube a one-dimensional shock wave is generated, which is characterized 

by its step-wise pressure increase . Then, the shock wave reflects 

perpendicularly either directly from the air-filled poreus column, or 

from a water layer on the top of a fully or partially water-saturated 

poreus column. In the latter case, a step wave in the water layer 

reflects from the poreus cylinder. 

In each case , by means of wave reflection the surface of the poreus 

column is subjected to a step-wise pressure increase. 

In this chapter we will discuss the experimental set-up, the 

instrumentation of the poreus column and the shock-tube, measuring 

equipment, and data processing. Pore pressure, axial strain, and 

circumferential strain measurements are performed for an air-filled, 

water-saturated, or partially saturated poreus medium. Results of the 

experiments are compared with theory. 

5.1 Set-up. instrumentation 

The poreus cylinder is located in the test sectien of a vertical 

shock tube. The material properties of this sample, prepared as 

described in sectien 4 . 1, were determined in chapter 4.2. They are 

listed in Table IV. The shock tube has an internal diameter of 77.0 mm, 

a wall thickness of 24 mm , and a length of apprimately B m. The speed 

of .sound as measured in a water column (20°C) in the shock tube, is 

1471±7 m/s, which is 1% less than the literature value . There is a gap 

of approximately 1 . 5 mm between the shock tube wall and the sample in 

order to prevent shear interaction of the wall and the sample. 

Moreover, the side wall of the sample is coated with an epoxy coating 

in order to prevent fluid flow through the side wall. The top and the 

bottorn of the poreus sample are open. 

The shock tube consists of a high-pressure and a low- pressure 

sectien (test section) separated by a plastic sheet {diaphragm). When 

the sheet is burned a one-dimensional plane wave reaches the sample. 

This results in a step-like pressure increase. 

The sample is instrumented with minlature pore-pressure gages (Druck 
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Fig. 5.1: ExperimentaLset-up and space time diagram of incident, 

transmitted and reftected waves for a water-saturated porous 

medium. C denotes a compression wave and e an expansion 

wave. The expected reference pressure, pore pressure and 

strain signats are drawn. 

PDCR 81, without mechanica! filters), and dual strain gages 

(M-M CEA-06-125 UT-350) for measuring both axial and circumferential 

strains. Five pore-pressure gages P2 , P12 , P22 , P72 • and P82 are 

located at 0.02, 0.12, 0.22, 0.72, and 0.82 m, respectively, from the 

top of the sample. 8train gages - 8 2 , 8 12 , 822 , and 882 - are located 

at 0.02, 0.12, 0.22, and 0.82 m. At each location two dual strain gages 

are attached at opposite positions at the cylinder wall. They form the 

two active elements in a Wheatstone bridge. The other two resistors in 
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the strain-gage bridge are passive strain gages outside the shock tube 

used for temperature compensation. The strain gages are protected from 

water intrusion by a water-resistent coating. All wiring of pore

pressure gages and strain gages is carried in small slits down the 

poreus cylinder to a flange with special wiring passages at the bottorn 

of the shock tube. 

Piezoelectric pressure gages (Kistler 6038 + charge amplifiers 

Kistier 504A5 or Kistier 5001) are located in the shock tube wall at 

the 0.02 and 0.22 m transducer levels. A raferenee pressure gage of the 

sametype is located 0.15 m (ar 0.62 m) above the sample . This 

transducer is used to record the pressure amplitude at the top of the 

sample and for triggering the transient recorder. The location of the 

transducers is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

-interface bus 

Fig . 5.2 : Instrumentation. 

The measurements are performed with a laboratory computer system 

(Fig. 5.2), which controls a number of interfaces like amplifiers, fast 

analog to digital converters (ADC ' s) and memories for fast data 

storage. The combination of an amplifier, an ADC, and a memory farms 

one channel of a six channel transient recorder system. The maximum 

sampling rate is lMHz. Per channel, 4096 10-bit numbers are recorded. 
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The data can be manipulated with the computer, plotted on a X-Y 

recorder, or written to a permanent disk file on a host computer 

(file-server) for later processing. 

The computer, based on a M68000 microprocessor, and interfaces were 

developed at the Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology, Department of 

Applied Physics. 

As pore fluids air, water, or a mixture of water and air bubbles are 

used, a description of the saturation procedure and the preparatien of 

a water-air mixture can be found in section 4.3. 

5.2 Pressure sensitivity of the strain gages 

In a porous material consisting of incompressible sand particles 

making point cantacts the strain of the porous material should not be 

dependent on pore pressure. However, signals obtained from strain gages 

attached to a porous material appear to be sensitive to pore pressure. 

This can be explained by consiclering the way the strain gages are 

attached. Strain gages need to be glued on a smooth surface. Therefore 

the porous surface is filled with a thin layer of epoxy resin . The bulk 

modulus of the resin is much smaller than the bulk modulus of the sand 

sample, so that the maasurement of skeleton strain will be hardly be 

affected. This also means that the resin wil! be compressed when the 

ambient pressure is increased, which will cause a strain gage signa!. 

Therefore, the pressure dependenee of the strain gages was investigated 

in a series of separate shock tube experiments . A smal! sample of 

porous material of circa 20xl0x10 mm3 is glued on a flat steel plate 

which is mounted to the shock tube bottom. The top of the sample is 

instrumented with a dual strain gage in the same way as the porous 

column. The other surfaces are open. The strain gage is positioned 

parallel to the incident wave front , the dimensions of the sample being 

smaller than the thickness of the wave front. This allows a 

simultaneous increment of pore pressure and ambient pressure both 

having the same value. We shall assume that the measured strain is due 

to the compression of the glue. The sample is saturated with water. The 

water level is circa 2 m above the sample . A piezoelectric pressure 

transducer in the shock tube wal! is used to record the pressure step 

amplitude. 
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Typical signals of the two gages are shown in Fig. 5.3.a,b fora 

pressure step of 2.5 bar. After a strain step at t=Û a constant 

apparent strain level exists till t=2.6 ms. Due to the expansion wave 

from the water surface the level bacomes zero again. Fig. 5.3.c shows 

the amplitudes of recorded strain gages signals for different pressure 

steps. The pressure sensitivity of the strain gages corresponding to 

circumferential and axial strain measurement , is 3.5 and 5.0 

mierostrain/bar respectively. This is a significant effect. The origin 

of the differences is not fully understood, but may be due to local 

differences in the amount of glue used to fill the porous surface. Note 

that this result i s only applicable toa situation of a uniform 

pressure around the strain gage . 

5 . 3 Results of wave pr opagation exper i ments and comparison with theory 

In this section , results of wave propagation experiments are shown 

for an air-filled, water-saturated, or partially saturated porous 

medium. The measured pore pressures and strains are compared with the 

solutions of the models . 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the observed phenomena, 

first a general descriptlon of the wave propagat i on processas is given. 

For the water-saturated case these processas are schematically shown in 

the x-t diagram of Fig . 5 . 1 . 

The shock wave generatas a step-like pressure increment at the water 

surface. This step-loading leads to a linear elastic wave in the water 

layer recorded by the reference pressure gage Pref · This wave partly 

reflects from the interface between the water layer and the saturated 

porous column causing a second pressure increment at Pref· Now, the 

value of the pressure at Pref equals the amplitude of the step loading 

Ap at the top of the sample at t=Û. 

When reflecting from the porous medium, the wave in the water layer 

generatas two waves in the porous cylinder. Consicier the expected pore 

pressures and axial strain at some distance from the top of the porous 

medium.The first wave will be observed as a step-wise increase of 

pressure and strain . After some delay, the second wave wil! pass the 

point of observation as a. second strongly attenuated increase in 
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Fig. 5 . 4 : Pressure signals for the reference pressure Pre f and the gap 

pressures Pg2 and Pga2 (a) , the pare pressures P2 , P12 , P22 , 

and P82 (b), and ax ial and circumferential struin signals at 

x=0.82 m (c) in an ai r -filled porous medium. Time t=O 

corresponds to the arrival of the pressure step Ap=0.80 bar 

at the top of the sample . The initial pressure is p0 =1.01 

bar. The dashed lines represent the results from 

computations using a non-linear drug luw , the dotted lines 

are the results for the linear Darcy law . 
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pressure foliowed by a gradual diffusion-like tail . For the strain, the 

second wave is characterized by a decrement. The initial fast wave 

reflects from the bottorn of the shock tube and interferes with the 

expansion wave in the porous column. When this reflected wave 

re-reflects from the top of the porous medium, a compression wave is 

generated in the water layer. At this stage, interpretation of the 

signals will be rather cumbersome . 

At a much longer time scale an expansion wave originating from the 

high pressure section of the shock tube will interfere with the porous 

medium. 

There are more signals to be recorded than the available number of 

channels. Therefore, the results shown in the following sections are 

obtained by repeating the shock tube experiment for the same 

conditions. All signals appear to reproduce well. 

5.3.1 Air- filled pores 

When air is the pore fluid, the results of the experiments are 

depicted in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. In this case there is no water layer and, 

at t=O, the incident shock wave reflects directly from the porous 

column . 

The pressure step Ap=O.BO bar is determined from the raferenee 

pressure gage Pref (Fig. 5.4.a). The raferenee pressure is almost 

constant till t=10 ms. when the expansion wave from the high pressure 

part of the shock tube reaches Pref· The initial pressure in the 

experiments was 1.01 bar absolute pressure. 

In Fig. 5.4.a also the gap pressures at x=0.02 m and x=O.B2 m are 

shown. By comparing these signals we see that the amplitude of the 

shock wave in the gap, is damped. The second pressure rise (gr) of P9 a2 

is the shock reflection from the location at which the gap is closed. 

In Fig. 5.4.b, the pore pressures are shown recorded at distances of 

2, 12, 22, and 82 cm from the top of the cylinder . All signals show a 

very gradual pore-pressure increase. No wave structure can be 

distinguished, even at a distance of only 2 cm from the interface. This 

is not really surprising since the amplitude of the first wave Ap 1 /Ap, 

calculated on the basis of linear theory (Fig. 3.7), is of the order of 

5x10- 5
. Indeed, inertia effectscan be neglected. In Fig. 5.4 . b, the 
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expected pore pressures calculated from the theory of sections 3.2 and 

3.3, arealso shown. The dotted lines refer to the results basedon the 

Darcy law, the dashed lines represent the results based on a non-linear 

fluid-solid interaction, known as the Forchheimer equation. Theory and 

experiment are fully independent . The permeability properties were 

determined from steady-state experiments as described in section 4.2. 

There is a remarkable agreement between theory and experiment. It 

appears to be quite essential for thwe present experimental conditions 

to take the non-linear permeability terms into account. To illustrate 

this, the theoretica! result basedon linear Darcy interaction is also 

shown. The deviation is highly significant. This implies that, in 

principle, the present type of experiment yields infopl538Xinéormänëan 

and non-linear permeabilities. 

At the same time scale the recorded axial and circumferential 

strains at x=0.82 m are plotted in Fig. 5.4.c. A positive strain 

corresponds to compression of the porous material. Thus, the wave 

structure can be clearly recognized . Due to the arrival of the first 

wave, at t=0.5 ms, a rapid axial compression is observed foliowed by a 

slower strain increment. At the same moment, a radial expansion is 

observed. After the arrival of the first wave, the strain signals have 

a periadie structure. This is due to the reflection at the bottorn of 

the poreus column and re-reflection at the top. At each reflection, the 

phase of the propagating wave changes v radians: a compression wave 

reflects as an expansion wave and an expansion wave reflects as a 

compression wave. This can be understood from the boundary conditions 

at the top and the bottorn of the porous column. At the top, the 

boundary can move freely, at the bottorn the column is placed on a 

rubber disk from which parts have been removed to enable fluid flow. 

Note that the axial and circumferential strain signals are 

"out-of-phase". 

The circumferential strain signa! shows a rapid strain increment at 

the arrival of the incident (g) and the reflected gap pressure wave 

(gr). The axial strain shows the opposite behaviour at the incident gap 

wave, but this effect is not clear at the time of the arrival of the 

reflected gap wave. After t=8.1 ms, the rise of the circumferential 

strain colneldes with the gap pressure rise. 

In Fig. 5.5 axial and circumferential strain signals of all levels 

are plotted. The time scale is shorter than in the previous figure. The 
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arrivals of the first wave (1). the reflections of the first wave (Ir 

and lrr), and the incident shock wave in the gap (g) are marked by 

symbols. The axial strains show a fast strain increment of circa 10 

microstrain. However, the rise time of the strain-step increases with 

the depth in the porous cylinder: 

20 ~s at x=0.02 m and 100 ~s at x=0.82 m. After the strain-step a 

slower strain increase takes place at x=0.22 m and x=0.82 m until the 

arrival of the incident gap wave or the reflected first wave. The wave 

speed of the first wave is V1 =2.0±0.1 km/s. 

For analysis of the strain measurement s we will use linear theory, 

as explained insection 3.1.2. From the observed wave speed we find

using Eq. (3.1.40) and the data of Table IV - for the "constrained" 

modulus Kp=6.9±0.6 GPa, which is between the value of the elasticity 

modulus and the value of Kp found from the pulse propagation 

experiment . Due to the radial motion, the cylinder behaviour is 

somewhere between purely unconstained and purely constrained . A one

dimensional theory can not deal with these effects. Therefore, the 

above mentloned value of Kp can be called "effective". 

Using the "effective" value of the constrained modulus, the expected 

strain amplitude of the first wave is 9.3±0.9 microstrain . Within the 

limits of error, this value agrees wlth the observed strain levels. 

At x=0.82 m, Fig . 5 . 5 . d shows a slowly rising ax ial strain after the 

first wave ; This is probably because the behaviour of the cylinder 

becomes less constrained. In the case of a fully unconstrained porous 

cylinder, the expected axial strain- based on the E-modulus of Table 

IV - is circa 20 microstrain . 

. Since the pressure sensitivity of the strain gages was not stuclied 

for a non-uniform pressure load, it is impossible to give further 

quantitative analysis after the arrival of the shock wave in the gap . 

5 . 3 . 2 Water-saturated pores 

Since the experiments using the new porous column were not performed 

for ideally saturated conditions, quantitative interpretation of these 

experiments is difflcult. Therefore, results obtained with a different 

porous column , are presented here. This column was only instrumented 

with both pore- pressure gages and strain gages for axial strain 
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measurement, at x=0.12 mand x=0.22 m. The material properties of this 

column are listed in Table I. The same results are shown by van der 

Grinten et al. (1987). 

L 

"' .0 

w 

0.5 
t(ms) 

Fig. 5.6: Pressure signats for the reference pressure Pref and the gap 

pressure P9 12 (a), the pore pressures P12 and P22 (b), and 

strain signats (c,d) at different tocations in a water 

saturated porous medium. Time t=O corresponds to the arrivat 

of the pressure step dp=l.65 bar at the top of the sample . 

The initiat pressure is p0 =1.01 bar. The dashed tines 

represent the resutts from computations . Approximate 

corrections for the pressure sensitivity of the strain 

signats are indicated by arrows. 

In Fig. 5.6.a the recorded raferenee pressure and gap pressure at 

x=0.12 mare shown. The shock wave generates a step-like pressure 

increment at the water surface. This step-loading leads to a linear 

elastic wave in the water layer, recorded by the reference pressure 

gauge Pref at t=-0.1 ms. This wave partially reflects from the 

interface between the water layer and the saturated porous medium, 

causing a second pressure increment at Pref at t=0.1 ms. The value of 
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the pressure at P,., is the amplitude of the step loading Ap at the top 

of the poreus sample at t=O. This reflected wave reflects again from 

the water surface as an expansion wave, which is recorded by the 

reference pressure gauge at t=0.53 ms and by the pore-pressure gages 

and strain gages between t=0.6 ms and t=0.8 ms. This process is 

schematically shown in Fig. 5.1. 

The recorded pore pressures are shown in Fig. 5.6.b. The observed 

pore-pressure increase occurs in two steps: first a fast increase, 

foliowed by a more or less constant level and secondly a slower 

increase foliowed by a diffusion-like pressure increase towards a 

constant level . The recorded gap pressure is almest identical to the 

recorded pore pressure P12 • 

From the recorded pore pressures at the two different locations 

estimates were obtained for the high-frequency limits of the veloeities 

of the first and secend wave. As a criterion the propagation veloeities 

of the foots of the wave fronts were taken. For these frezen wave 

speeds, the following values were found: V1 =2.19±0.09 km/s, 

V2 =0.79±0.02 km/s . Moreover, the pressure signals give a value of the 

amplitude of the first wave Ap 1 /Ap, which is 0.59±0.03. 

In Fig. 5.6.c and 5.7.d the observed strains are plotted. The strain 

signa! increases when the poreus material is compressed . The strain 

signals show a · sharp increment, coïncident with the observed first pore

pressure rise at each of the two locations. Coïncident with the pore

pressure rise of the secend wave, there is a strain decrement 

corresponding to the expansion of the poreus material. Although the 

strain signals show a substantial noise, the expected behaviour can be 

clearly recognized . 

By cernparing the measured values of V1 , V2 , and Ap 1 /Ap with the 

results of linear theory described in sectien 3.1.2, effective values 

for the constrained modulus Kp and the mass coupling parameter a
00 

were 

derived. These value are listed in Table I, and wil! be discussed 

later. 

On the basis of these effective values and on the assumption that 

the effective pore radius Rp satisfies Rp:J(Sa /na), the expected pore 
00 

pressures and axial strains were calculated according to the procedure 

outlined in sectien 3.1.1. The results can be compared to the 

experiments in Figs. 5.6.b-d. There is a goed qualitative agreement. 

The frequency dependenee of the permeability appears to be quite 
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essential. If this frequency dependenee was not taken into account, 

effective values of the permeability would have been found to be much 

smaller than the steady state value, as was discussed by van der 

Crinten et al. (1985) . 

The observed strain signals are greater than expected. The value of 

the strain amplitude of the first wave is twice the predicted value. 

The deviations can be explained in part by the strain dependenee of the 

ambient pressure. Since the pore pressure and gap pressure are 

essentially the same we can use the results in Fig. 5.3 for 

corrections. The corrections are based on the pressure sensitivity of 

the strain gage corresponding to axial strain maasurement (5.0 

microstrainlbar). The corrections are indicated by arrows in Fig. 5.6.c 

and 5.7.d. For the observed strain amplitude of the first wave we find 

a corrected value of 25 microstrain, which is still 70% above the 

predicted level of 15 microstrain. Befere the interference with the 

expansion wave the correction gives strain levels of 6 mierostrain at 

x=0.12 mand 8 mierostrain at x=0.22 m. The expected values are 3 and 6 

mierostrain respectively . This indicates that the agreement clearly 

improves, but the corrected strain amplitude is still larger than the 

predicted value. Additional work is necessary to clarify this point . 

The coincidence of the gap pressure P9 12 and the pore-pressure 

signa! P12 is remarkable. The reasen is that - compared with the 

elastic properties of water the epoxy coating of the cylinder wal! is 

a flexible membrane and can not sustain pressure differences. 

Finally, some remarks have to be made on the values of the effective 

parameters Kp and aw obtained by fitting experimental wave-propagation 

data with the results of linear theory . 

For Kp. a value is again found between the modulus of elasticity and 

the constrained modulus: Kp , eff=4.5±0.6 CPa , E=3 . 70±0.05 CPa, 

Kp=9.90±0.05 GPa. 

The best fit for aw appears to be 1.45±0.10, which is significantly 

smaller than the value a =2.7±0.3 which was obtained from the w 

electrical conductivity experiments. There is streng evidence that the 

latter value is the correct one, so that the discrepancy between these 

values must be explained by experimental circumstances . There are two 

possible factors of importance . The first is that the assumed one

dimensional character of the wave-propagation process is not fully 

realized in practice, which would make a more complicated analysis 
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necessary, although not very attractive. The second factor is that the 

presence of the two-component epoxy resin may increase the "effective" 

pore-fluid compressibility. However, this can not explain the fact the 

effective value of the mass coupling parameter is lower than the value 

obtained from the electrical conductivity experiment. 

5.3.3 Partially saturated pores 

In the case when the pores are partially saturated with water, 

results of preliminary experiments are shown in Figs. 5.7-5.10. Two 

experimental conditions are considered. The first is a saturation 

degree of s 0 =0.962 at an initial pressure p0 =1.01 bar absolute 

pressure. The second experimental condition is obtained by increasing 

the initial pressure to p0 =3.96 bar, which changes the saturation to 

s 0 =Ó.990. Details of the preparatien of a water-air mixture and the 

determination of the saturation degree can be found in sections 4.3 and 

4.4 respectively. 
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Fig. 5.7: Pressure signats for the reference pressure Pref. the gap 

pressures P9 2 and P9 22. and the pore pressures P2 and P12 in 

a partially saturated porous medium. Time t=O corresponds to 

the arrivat of the pressure step Ap=0.84 bar at the top of 

the sampLe. The initiat pressure is p0 =1.01 bar, the initiat 

saturation is s 0 =0.962. 
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In Fig . 5.7 the raferenee pressure, the gap pressures, and two pore 

pressures are shown for the first condition (s0 :0.962 and p0 =1.01 bar). 

The raferenee pressure has an oscillating character due to the 

alternating reflections at the water surface and the porous medium. At 

both interfaces the reflection coefficient (r) is negative. At the 

water surface r=-1 and at the porous medium, the negative reflection 

coefficient increases at each reflection. This effect is due to the 

increased compression- and therefore decreased compressibility - of 

the pore fluid after every pressure step. 

The gap pressure P9 2 shows a series of subsequent steps, which 

result from reflection of the wave in the water layer from the porous 

cylinder. After each step the gap pressure increases up to the pressure 

level in the water layer. 

Gomparing P9 2 and P9 22 we see clearly that the wave in the gap is 

damped . The pressure increment has a more diffusive character and the 

pressure P9 22 is always lower than Pref· 

The pore pressures P2 and P12 do not show any wave behaviour at all. 

The pressure increment is a diffusion-type process . Fig 5.7 . b shows 

also the expected pore pressure P12 based on the theory of section 3 . 3 

and the stationary value of the permeability. This is more or less 

similar to the observed pressure at x=2 cm, which means that the 

observed pressures are considerably lower than expected from theory. In 

section 3.3, we introduced the similarity coordinate ~=x/J(4Dt), in 

which D- 1 =na~~fo. The similarity between the observed pressure P2 and 

the expected pore pressure p12• would imply that D- 1 is (12/2) 2 36 

times the value expected on the basis of the parameter tests in chapter 

4. So, it is reasonable to assume that the maasurement of pore pressure 

is subject to a serious experimental error. A hypothesis is that the 

pressure gage itself is a preferentlal spot for the formation of air 

bubbles. 

Each time the wave in the water layer reflects fromt he porous 

medium, a compression wave is generaled in the porous column. This wave 

is recorded as a step-like axial strain increment in Fig . 5.8.a,b , c . 

Note that if the porous medium is compressed the strain is positive. 

The wave speed is 1 . 5±0.1 km/s, which is the same asthespeed of the 

wave in the gap. Each step-like axial strain increment is foliowed by a 

slower strain decrement, which is foliowed in turn by a gradual strain 

increment. 
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Fig. 5.8: AxiaL (A) and circumferentiaL (C) strain signais at 

different Locations (a .. d) in a partiaLLy saturated porous 

medium. The pressure step is Ap:0.84 bar, the initiaL 

pressure is p0 =1.01 bar, the initiaL saturation is s 0 =0.962. 
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The circumferential strain increases roughly with increasing gap 

pressure, and, except after the first strain step, the axial and 

circumferential strain changes are "out-of-phase". 

At each step-like axial strain increment, there is no clear decrease 

in circumferential strain. This phenomenon is due to the coincidence of 

the wave front in the porous medium and the pressure wave in the gap. 

At x=O.B2 m (Fig. S.B.d), the wavefrontsof the waves· in the porous 

cylinder are damped. The time between the arrivals of the successive 

wave fronts is the same as recorded by the other strain gages. The 

axial and circumferential strain are "out-of-phase". The straight line 

piece is due to overflow in the transient recorder. 

A last remark has to be made here. Strain signals must be 

interpreted cautiously because the pressure sensitivity of the strain 

gages is not known for a non-uniform pressure load. For the same 

reason, quantitative interpretation of the observed strains is hardly 

possible. 
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Fig. 5.9: Pressure signaLs for the reference pressure Pref. the gap 

pressures P9 2 and P9 22. and the pore pressures P2 , P12 , and 

P22 in a partiaLLy saturated porous medium. Time t=O 

corresponds to the arrivaL of the pressure step Ap:0.99 bar 

at the top of the sampLe. The initiaL pressure is p0 =3.96 

bar, the in i t iaL saturat ion is s 0 =0. 990. 
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Fig. 5.10: Axial (A) and circumferential (C) struin signals at 

different Locations (a .. d) in a partially saturated porous 

medium. The pressure step is Ap=0.99 bar, the initial 

pressure is p0 =3.96 bar, the initial saturation is s 0 =0.990. 
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The results of the shock-tube experiments performed at a higher 

initia! pressure and saturation (p0 =3.96 bar and s 0 =0.990) are depicted 

in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. The behaviour of the raferenee pressure and gap 

pressures is the same as in the previous experiment. Since the pore 

fluid is less compressible than in the previous case, the amplitude of 

the wave reflecting from the porous medium is smaller. As in the 

previous experiment, a wave front propagating with a speed of 1.5±0.1 

km/s is recorded by both gap-pressure transducers and strain gages for 

axial strain measurement. This wave speed is significantly less than 

the wave speed based on the effective value of Kp found in the case of 

air-filled pores (section 5.3.1). By repeating the experimentsin the 

case of air-filled pores, it was concluded that water absorption of the 

resin might be responsible for this phenomenon. 

The response of the pore pressures to the pressure steps is more 

direct compared to the previous experiment. The pore-pressure signa! P2 

responds to each pressure step with a wave-like pressure increment. The 

pore pressure at x=0.12 m shows a diffusion-type behaviour. Again, 

there is no agreement between the theoretica! pore pressure and the 

pore pressure signa!. 

Again, axial and circumferential strain signals are shown. The 

initia! step-like axial strain increment is now foliowed by a more or 

less step-wise decrease, coïncident with a circumferential strain 

increment. This was not observed in the first experiment at an initia! 

pressure of 1.01 bar. 

5.3.4 Wave reflection from a porous surface 

The measurements shown in the previous sectien can be used for 

reflection measurements. From pressure signals of Prof as shown in 

Figs. 5.6.a, 5 . 7.a, and 5.9.a, reflection coefficients can be 

determined by taking the ratio of two successive pressure steps. Since 

the wave in the water layer may reflect several times from the porous 

medium, at least one reflection coefficient can be obtained from a 

single shock-tube experiment. 

A comparison of experimentally observed reflection coefficients with 

the result of high-frequency linear two-phase theory (section 3.1.3), 

is shown in Fig. 5.11. The predicted tendency of a decreasing 
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reflection coefficient with increasing fluid compressibility is indeed 

observed. 

For partially saturated poreus media, the fluid compressibility can 

not be considered as a constant; at least the pressure dependenee has 

to be taken into account when cernparing experimental results with the 

results of linear theory. For each value of the reflection coefficient, 

the compressibility has been evaluated using the average pressure at 

the top of the sample. The range in compressibility, corresponding to 

the finite range in pressure for each reflection, is represented by 

means of error bars. 
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Fig. 5.11: High-frequency limit of the reflection coefficient ras a 

function of the reduced compressibility ~~~~~ with the mass 

coupling factor a
00 

as parameter. The indices f and 1 refer 

to partially and fully-saturated pore fluids respectively. 

The values of experimentally observed reflection 

coefficients are ·indicated by symbols. 
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The agreement between theory and experiment for the water-saturated 

case is good. for partially saturated pores the agreement of the first 

reflection is satisfactory, but reflection coefficients observed at 

successive reflections tend to deviate. This wil! be a point of future 

study. 
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6. Conclusions 

In the two previous chapters we discussed static and dynamic tests 

for determining the model parameters used in chapter 3, and the results 

of the shocktube experiments performed with different pore fluids. In 

this chapter we will summarize the results. draw conclusions, discuss 

questions which arise from the present study, and give suggestions for 

future experiments. 

By means of various static and dynamic testing methods , values have 

been obtained for all parameters used in the one-dimensional wave

propagation models. This allows the comparison of one-dimensional 

theory and wave propagation experiments for the three different pore 

fluids . In the following paragraphs, we will summarize the results of 

this comparison for each of the stuclied pore fluids. 

For the water-saturated porous medium both the "in-phase" and the 

"out-of-phase" wave modes were explicitely observed. If the constrained 

modulus and the mass coupling factor are fitted, a good agreement is 

found for both wave speeds and pressure amplitudes. The value of the 

mass coupling parameter obtained in this way appears to be 

significantly less than expected, which is a matter of concern. There 

is qualitative agreement for axial strains and rise times. The 

introduetion of a frequency-dependent permeability results in an 

improved description of the second-wave damping. compared to the 

constant permeability analysis . An interesting observation is that the 

pore and gap pressures recorded at the same axial location, are almost 

identica1. This leads to the possibility of measuring the pore pressure 

by means of pressure gages in the shock-tube wall. 

For air-filled pores, the description of the pore-fluid motion is 

deccupled from the solid motion. A non-1inear drag law, known as the 

Forchheimer equation, is used to describe the f1uid-so1id interaction. 

Good agreement between the observed and the expected pore pressures is 

obtained when using the steady-state values of the permeability 

coefficients . The wave speed and strain amplitude of the first wave are 

in agreement with linear theory, when using an "effective" value for 

the constrained modulus. Circumferentia1 strain measurements show 

radial motion of the column, influenced by the pressure in the gap 

between porous sample and shock-tube wa11. 
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The case of the partially saturated pores is interesting because the 

pore-fluid properties can be changed by varying the initia! pressure. 

The value of the speed of the first wave is lower than expected on the 

basis of column properties obtained from wave experiments in the dry 

situation. A possible explanation is that water absarptien of the resin 

changes the elastic properties of the porous column. 

Another interesting result is that the shock tube appears to be a 

proper instrument for studying high-frequency wave reflection from a 

porous medium. The agreement between linear theory and experiment is 

good for the water saturated case. For partly saturated pores, the 

agreement of the first reflection is satisfactory, but reflection 

coefficients observed at successive reflections tend to deviate. In a 

future study, the non-linear pore-fluid properties will have to be 

included . 

With regard to the shock-tube experiments a few questions arise. 

First, there is the influence of the epoxy resin used to fix the sand 

particles at the contact points. Therefore it is questionable whether 

the intrinsic solid material is incompressible and the boundary 

condition of the effective stress, a=O, is fully correct . Moreover, 

there is an indication that water absorption of the resin influences 

the elastic properties of the porous column . Finally , the presence of 

resin in the pores may affect the pore fluid properties. The 

quantification of these effects requires future study , and experiments 

withother porous samples. 

The second question regards the one-dimensional character of the 

wave phenomena in the porous column and the influence of the gap 

between the shock-tube wall and the porous column . The gap is intended 

to prevent shear interaction and allows radial motion of the porous 

column. From the measurements of circumferential strain in air-filled 

and water-air filled porous media, and from the value of the effective 

constrained modulus in the water-saturated case, it appears that the 

wave phenomena in the column cannot be considered as purely 

one-dimensional . It is not very inviting to extend the theory to take 

these effects into account. One of the basic problems that would arise 

is determining which boundary conditlans would apply to the column gap 

interface . lt would be more promising to consider alternative 

conditions, such as the situation in which the gap is filled with 
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packed sand particles, not fixed at the contact points. In this way 

wave phenomena in the gap are suppressed which is especially 

interesting for the air-filled and partially saturated pores. 

Waves in the gap result in a non-uniform pressure load on the strain 

gages. Therefore, the pressure sensitivity of the strain-gage signals 

should also be investigated for non-uniform pressure loads. This wil! 

extend the possibilities for the quantitative interpretation of the 

experiments for dry and partially saturated pores. 

The present experimental and theoretica! results form an 

illustration of the importance of two-phase theoretica! models for the 

description of a class of practical problems. Examples are borehole 

acoustics and shallow bottorn profiling, which are wave-reflection 

problems in the middle and high-frequency range (i.e. at frequencies 

higher thanseismie frequencies). Another example is the liquefaction 

evidence of breakwaters during severe storm conditions, in which wave

propagation problems play a role of importance . 

The last part of this chapter concerns the realisation of our 

objectives, i.e. the verification of models descrihing wave propagation 

in porous media for different pore fluids, and the specification of 

methods and experiments from which dynamic values of the model 

parameters can be obtained. 

As far as the first objective is concerned, the wave propagation 

models generally give a qualitatively good description of the observed 

phenomena. For the air-filled pores, the pore pressure behaviour and 

the wave speed and strain amplitude of the first wave are in 

quantitative agreement with theory. For the water-saturated case, 

quantitative agreement is obtained for wave speeds and pore pressures. 

The results of reflection experiments with fully-saturated and 

partially saturated pores agree satisfactorily with linear theory . 

Testing methods for the determination of dynamic values of model 

parameters, should satisfy the following two requirements: 

1) Tests should be non-destructive, since several tests are to be 

performed with one sample. 

2) Instrumentation of the sample should be avoided, since this is an 

unpractical and time-consuming operation. 
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From the present results the following dynamic testing methods can 

be indicated. Pulse propagation in and resonance of dry porous 

materials are suitable todetermine elastic properties (section 4.2) . 

Static experiments with dynamic relevanee are permeability measurements 

in dry porous materials and electrical conductivity experiments in 

water-saturated porous insulators . 

Shock-tube experiments which can possibly be used for testing 

purposes , are wave reflection experiments for partially and fully

saturated pores and wave propagation experiments for fully-saturated 

pores. Both experiments only require instrumentation in the shock-tube 

wall. 
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Table I: Parameter values of porous medium and pore fluld used in 

computations (chapter 3). 

property 

intrinsic partiele density 

porosity 

permeability: 

- Darcy coefficient (water 20°C) 

- first Forchheimer coefficient 

dynamic elastic properties: 

elasticity modulus 

constrained modulus 

"effective" constrained modulus 

added mass: 

mass coupling factor 

"effective" mass coupling factor 

"effective" pore radius 

intrinsic water density 

bulk modulus of water 

dynamic viscosity 

symbol 

n 

k (kg- 1 m3 s) 

a (m- 2
) 

E (Gpa) 

Kp (Gpa) 

Kp (GPa) 

a 
"' 

PI (kg/m3
) 

K1 (GPa) 

11 (kg m- 1 s- 1
) 

Table 11: Properties of pure water (20°C). 

property symbol 

intrinsic water density PI (kg/m3
) 

speed of sound Co (mis) 

bulk modulus of water KI (GPa) 

compressibili ty /31 (Pa- 1
) 

dynamic viscosity 11 (kg m- 1 s- 1
) 

kinematic viscosity V (m2 /s) 

Henry solubility for air (,) 
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value 

2.65x103 

0.30±0 . 03 

(5.6±0.2)x10-a 

(1.78±0.07)xl010 

3.70±0.05 

9.90±0 .05 

4 . 5±0 . 6 

2 . 7±0 . 3 

1.45±0. 10 

v'(Sa k77/n) 
"' 

1.0x103 

2.0 

0.001 

value 

998 . 2 

1484 

2.20 

4.55x10- 10 

1.002x10- 3 

1 .004xl0- 6 

0.021 



Table III: Properties of dry air (20°C, 1013 mbar). 

property symbol 

density PI (kg/m:J) 

speed of sound Cf (m/s) 

dynamic viscosity T) (kg m- 1 s- 1
) 

kinematic viscosity v (m2 /s) 

Table IV: Properties of the shock tube sample. 

property 

sample length 

sample diameter 

mean partiele diameter 

standard deviation of the 

partiele size distribution 

average solid density 

porosity 

permeabil i ty: 

symbol 

1 (m) 

d (mm) 

d5o (mm) 

a 

n 

- Darcy coefficient (water 20°C) k (kg- 1 m3 s) 

- first Forchheimer coefficient a (m- 2
) 

- second Forchheimer coefficient b (m- 1
) 

dynamic elastic properties: 

elasticity modulus 

constrained modulus 

Poisson ratio 

added mass : 

mass coupling factor 

damping: 

'effective' pore radius 

E (Gpa) 

Kp (Gpa) 

V 

a 
(D 

Rp (mm) 
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value 

1.205 

343 

1.81x10-5 

1.50x10-5 

value 

1. 900±0. 001 

74.0±0.05 

0.430±0.005 

0.29±0.01 

2.44x103 

0.29±0.02 

(9.1±0.2)x10-8 

(1.10±0.03)x1010 

(2.28±0.05)xi06 

3.90±0.05 

10.2±0.1 

0 . 484±0.004 

2 . 7±0.3 

v'(8a kT)/n) 
(D 



LIST OF SYMBOLS AND SI-UNITS 

Lat in: 

A 

a 

B 

Bs 

b 

c 

Ct 

s/m 
-2 m 

Pa 

s/m 

Pa 
- 1 m 

kg/m3 

m/s 

m/s 

m/s 

kg/m3 

m 

Pa 

surface fraction of the porous cylinder in a cross 

section of the porous column 

coefficient in the characteristic equation 

first Forchheimer coefficient 

bulk modulus of the porous material 

coefficient in the characteristic equation 

bulk modulus of the solid particles 

second Forchheimer coefficient 

coefficient in the characteristic equation 

frequency dependent wave speed 

frequency dependent wave speed of i-th wave 

speed of sound in water 

coefficient in the characteristic equation 

partiele diameter 

elasticity modulus 

E1 kg m- 3 s- 1 coefficient in the characteristic equation 

e=etl relative volume change of porous material 

F frequency dependent friction factor 

F(d) cumulative partiele distribution function: the fraction 

of partiele with a diameter ~ d 

~ 

h 

I 

Jt 

m 

Kf Pa 

Kp Pa 

k kg- 1 m3 s 

L m 

I! m 

!!mln m 

n 

n 

fluid-solid interface 

gravitational acceleration 

water level 

unit tensor 

Bessel function of the i-th order 

bulk modulus of the pore fluid 

constrained modulus of the porous material 

permeabil ity 

macroscopie lehgth scale, length of the porous column 

continuurn length scale 

minimum value of the continuurn length scale 

maximum value of the continuurn length scale 

porosity 

volume fraction of the i-th constituent 

unit vector at the fluid-solid interface 
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p Pa 

Ph Pa 

Po Pa 

E_i N/m3 

S.l N/m3 

Rp m 

r 

rp m 

s 

t s 

r~ Pa 

u m 

V 3 m 

vb 3 m 

VI 3 m 

VI m/s 

~i m/s 

~· V m/s 

W, w1 

!· w m/s 

x m 

Zo kg -2 -1 m .s 

Greek: 

a 

a 
OI) 

(3 

/31 Pa- 1 

A m 

Ap Pa 

pore pressure 

absolute pressure in the high pressure section 

absolute pressure at initia! conditions 

interaction term from the momenturn equation, contains 

all farces exerted on the i-th constituent 

i-th contribution to the fluid-solid interaction 

"effective" pore radius 

reflection coefficient 

partiele radius 

saturation degree: fraction of the pore volume filled 

with water 

time coordinate 

stress tensor counting for the surface farces in the 

i-th constituent 

solid displacement vector 

unit volume, constant in time and space 

bulk volume of porous material 

volume of the i-th constituent 

'frozen' wave speed of the i-th wave 

velocity of the i-th constituent, averaged in a cross 

section of constituent i 

solid velocity 

non-dimensional fluid velocity 

fluid velocity 

space coordinate 

acoustic impedance of water 

mass coupling factor 

mass coupling factor in the infinite frequency limit 

probability that the magnitude of the estimation error 

exceeds a prescibed level 

fluid compressibility 

ratio of the pore volume and the interface surface of 

pores and particles 

pressure step amplitude at the top of the poreus medium 

(and similary fora, v, w) 
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Pa 

{j l j 

pressure jump amplitude of the i-th wave front (and 

similarly for Aa1, Av1, Aw1) . 

Kronecker delta 

one dimensional strain, positive in compression; 

prescribed level of the estimation error in the porosity 

ry kg m- 1 s- 1 dynamic viscosity 

K transient Reynolds number; time exponent in the 

À. Pa 

1-l Pa 

u m2 /s 

TI 

Pa kg/m3 

poo kg/m3 

P1 kg/m3 

a Pa 

a Pa 

a Pa 

T Pa 

<P kg -2 m s 

<P= kg -2 m s 

w ra dis 

w 

Indices: 

b 

f 

i 

1 

p 

s 

0 

1.2 

-1 

-1 

expression of the similarity coordinate 

first Lamé coefficient 

second Lamé coefficient: shear modulus 

kinematic viscosity 

non-dimensional pore pressure 

added mass density 

added mass density in the infinite frequency limit 

intrinsic density of the i-th constituent 

one dimensional effective stress, positive in 

compression 

stress tensor representing the intergranular stresses 

effective stress tensor, positive in compression 

total stress tensor 

mass flow density 

mass flow density for which the linear and quadratic 

terms in the Forchheimer equation are equal 

angular frequency 

Henry solubility 

indicates the bulk of the porous material 

indicates the pore fluid 

indicates the i-th constituent of the mixture, or the 

i-th wave front 

indicates liquid (water) properties 

indicates the particles 

indicates the intrinsic solid properties 

denotes initia! conditions 

denotes first and second wave respectively 

quantity in the infinite frequency limit 
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SUMMARY 

Wave propagation in dry, water-saturated, and partially saturated 

porous media is stuclied experimentally. A vertical shock tube is used 

to generata a step-loading on the pore fluid of a porous cylinder 

consisting of sand particles. The column is instrumented with pore

pressure gages and gages for axial and circumferential strain 

measurement. The objectives of this study are to verify wave

propagation models for a one-dimensional geometry and to indicate 

methods or experiments from which dynamic values of the model 

parameters can be found. The following procedure is followed. 

Starting from the general balance equations based on mixture theory, 

and with the addition of constitutive equations of pore fluid and 

poreus material, one-dimensional wave-propagation models are formulated 

for each type of pore fluid. Analytica! and numerical solutions are 

presented for the specific shock-tube conditions. The model parameters 

are determined in a series of independent experiments, which allows an 

independent comparison of theory with the results of the wave

propagation experiments. Experiments for measuring porosity , 

permeability properties, elastic properties, mass coupling factorand 

the pora-fluid compressibility are discussed. 

In the case of water-saturated pores , linear theory is used . First, 

on the basis of a Fourier decomposition an exact salution is derived. 

Two waves are found. The first wave is fast, barely dispersed , and 

characterized by the "in-phase" increase of pore pressure and effective 

stress . The secend wave is slow, strongly dispersed, and characterized 

by the simultaneous pore-pressure increase and decrease of effective 

stress. This behaviour is called "out-of-phase". Secondly, parameter 

studies are performed by using the method of characteristics . The wave 

speeds of the first and second wave, and pressure and effective-stress 

amplitudes of the first wave appear to be strongly dependent on the 

pore-fluid compressibility and the constrained modulus of the porous 

medium . Wave reflection from the interface of a porous medium and a 

water layer appears to be mainly dependent on the pore-fluid 

compressibility. 

Experimentally, the "in-phase" and the "out-of-phase" wave modes 

were explicitly observed. If the constrained modulus and the mass 
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coupling factor are fitted, a good agreement is found for both wave 

speeds and pressure amplitudes. The value of the mass coupling 

parameter obtained in this way appears to be significantly less than 

expected. There is a qualitative agreement for axial strains and rise 

times. The introduetion of a frequency-dependent permeability results 

in an improved description of the second-wave damping, compared to the 

situation of constant permeability. 

When the pores contain air, pore-fluid inertia and the partiele 

veloeities in the interaction terms appear to be negligible. The 

resulting pore-fluid equations can then bedecoupled from solid motion 

and describe a diffusion-type process. A non-linear drag law, known as 

the Forchheimer equation, is used to describe the fluid-solid 

interaction. Good agreement between the observed and the expected pore 

pressures i :s obtained when using the steady-state values of the 

permeability coefficients. The wave speed and strain amplitude of the 

first wave are in agreement with linear theory, using an "effective" 

value for the constrained modulus. 

The case of the partially saturated pores is interesting because the 

pore-fluid properties can be varied by changing the initial pressure. 

It is shown that the shock tube can be used to study high-frequency 

wave reflection from a porous medium. The agreement between linear 

theory and experiment is good for the water saturated case. For partly 

saturated pores, the agreement is satisfactory. 

Shock-induced wave-propagation experiments in dry and water

saturated porous columns can in principle be used for dynamic testing. 

The pore-pressure behaviour of a dry column contains information on the 

static values of the permeability parameters. Provided that the 

experiments can be modified in such a way that the induced wave 

phenomena in the water-saturated porous column are purely one

dimensional, it is expected that data on constained modulus, added 

mass, and the frequency-dependence of the permeability can be derived 

from observations of pore pressures and axial strains. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de experimentele bestudering van golf

voortplanting in droge en geheel of gedeeltelijk met water verzadigde 

poreuze media. Met behulp van een verticale schokbuis wordt een stap

vormige drukverandering aangebracht op de poriënvloeistof van een 

poreuze cylinder, bestaande uit zandkorrels. De poreuze kolom is geïn

strumenteerd met drukopnemers en rekstroken voor het meten van de 

poriëndruk en de rek in de as- en omtreksrichting van de poreuze 

cylinder. De doelstellingen van deze studie omvatten de verificatie van 

eendimensionale golfvoortplantingsmodellen en het aangeven van methoden 

of experimenten waarmee modelparameters onder dynamische omstandigheden 

bepaald kunnen worden. Hierbij wordt de onderstaande procedure gevolgd. 

Uitgaande van algemene balansvergelijkingen gebaseerd op mengsel

theorie, met toevoeging van constitutieve vergelijkingen voor poriën

vloeistof en poreus materiaal, worden voor ieder type poriënvloeistof 

eendimensionale golfvoortplantingsmodellen geformuleerd. Voor de 

specifieke schokbuiscondities worden analytische en numerieke oplos

singen getoond. In een serie afzonderlijke experimenten worden model

parameters bepaald, waardoor een onafhankelijke vergelijking van de 

theorie en de resultaten van de golfexperimenten mogelijk wordt. Er 

worden experimenten besproken voor de bepaling van de porositeit, de 

doorlatendheidseigenschappen, de elastische eigenschappen , de toege

voegde massa parameter en de compressibiliteit van de poriënvloeistof. 

Wanneer de poriën volledig met water verzadigd zijn, wordt gebruik 

gemaakt van lineaire theorie. Allereerst wordt op basis van een Fourier

decompositie een exacte oplossing afgeleid. Hieruit volgen twee golf

snelheden . De eerste golf is snel, wordt nauwelijks vervormd en wordt 

gekarakteriseerd door het feit dat de toename van poriëndruk en effec

tieve spanning in fase zijn. De tweede golf is langzaam, wordt sterk 

vervormd en wordt gekarakteriseerd door de gelijktijdige toename van de 

poriëndruk en afname van de effectieve spanning . Het compressiegedrag 

van beide componenten is dan uit fase. Vervolgens worden met behulp van 

de karakteristiekenmethode parameterstudies uitgevoerd . De snelheid van 

de eerste en de tweede golf blijken sterk afhankelijk van de compressi

biliteit van de poriënvloeistof en de "constrained"modulus van het 
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poreuze materiaal. De reflectie van golven aan het grensvlak van een 

poreus materiaal en een waterlaag blijkt in hoofdzaak afhankelijk te 

zijn van de compressibiliteit van de poriënvloeistof. 

Experimenteel wordt de eerste ~n de tweede golf duidelijk waarge

nomen. Als de "constrained"modulus en de toegevoegde massa parameter 

aangepast worden, wordt een goede overeenkomst voor golfsnelheden en 

drukamplitudes gevonden. De op deze manier verkregen waarde van de toe

gevoegde massa parameter blijkt beduidend lager te zijn dan verwacht . 

Voor axiale rekken en stijgtijden is de overeenkomst kwalitatief. De 

introductie van een frequentie-afhankelijke doorlatendheid resulteert, 

in vergelijking met de constante doorlatendheid, in een verbeterde 

beschrijving van de demping van de tweede golf. 

Wanneer de poriën alleen lucht bevatten, blijken de traagheid van de 

poriënvloeistof en de snelheden van het korrelmateriaal verwaarloos

baar. In dat geval zijn de resulterende vergelijkingen voor de poriën

vloeistof ontkoppeld van de beweging van het korrelmateriaal en krijgen 

een diffusie karakter. Voor de beschrijving van de interactie tussen 

poriënvloeistof en korrelmateriaal wordt gebruik gemaakt van een niet

lineaire vergelijking die bekend staat als de Forchheimer-vergelijking . 

Wanneer voor de doorlatendheidsparameters stationaire waarden ingevuld 

worden, blijkt een goede overeenkomst te ontstaan tussen de verwachte 

en de waargenomen poriëndrukken . De snelheid en amplitude van de eerste 

golf, afgeleid uit rekmetingen, zijn in overeenstemming met lineaire 

theorie, wanneer voor de "constrained"modulus een effectieve waarde 

gebruikt wordt. 

Een gedeeltelijk met water verzadigd poreus materiaal is interessant 

omdat in dat geval de eigenschappen van de poriënvloeistof gevarieerd 

kunnen worden door de begindruk te veranderen. 

Aangetoond wordt dat de schokbuis geschikt is voor de bestudering 

van hoogfrequente reflectie van een golf aan een poreus materiaal. Voor 

met water verzadigde poriën bestaat een goede overeenkomst tussen 

lineaire theorie en experiment. Voor gedeeltelijk met water verzadigde 

poriën is de overeenkomst redelijk. 

Experimenten waarbij met behulp van een schokbuis golven worden 

opgewekt in droge en met water verzadigde poreuze kolommen, kunnen in 
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beginsel als testmethode voor dynamische omstandigheden dienen. Het 

gedrag van de poriëndrukken in een droge kolom bevat informatie over de 

statische waarden van de doorlatendheidsparameters . Indien de experi

menten zo gemodificeerd kunnen worden dat de golfverschijnselen 

opgewekt in een met water verzadigde poreuze kolom , een puur eendimen

sionaal karakter hebben, mag verwacht worden dat de waargenomen poriën

drukken en axiale rekken gegevens opleveren met bet r ekking tot de 

"constrained"modulus, toegevoegde massa en de frequent i e-afhankelijk

heid van de doorlatendheid . 
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NAWOORD 

Het in dit proefschift beschreven onderzoek is uitgevoerd in het 

kader van een samenwerkingsverband tussen Grondmechanica Delft en de 

vakgroep Transportfysica van de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. Het 

project, getiteld "Een testmethode voor de bepaling van gronddynamische 

parameters" (ETN 33.0419), is financieel ondersteund door de Stichting 

voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie in het programma voor 

Technische Natuurkunde en Innovatie (werkgroep TF19). 

Het hier beschreven werk is met hulp van velen tot stand gekomen . Op 

de eerste plaats wil ik alle leden van de vakgroep Transportfysica 

bedanken voor de prettige sfeer waarin ik de afgelopen vijf jaar 

gewerkt heb. Met name ben ik veel dank vershuldigd aan Hans van der 

Kogel (Grondmechanica Delft) en Rini van Dongen voor de vele 

discussies, en Louis Wasser, Ferry Schenkeveld (Grondmechanica Delft). 

Eep van Voorthuisen, Jan Willeros en Harm Jager voor hun technische 

ondersteuning. Mijn erkentelijkheid gaat uit naar Grondmechanica Delft 

voor het langdurig beschikbaar stellen van - soms kostbare -

apparatuur. Mijn promotoren dank ik voor hun constante steun en 

aanmoediging. 

De resultaten van dit onderzoek zijn mede tot stand gekomen dank zij 

de inspanningen van een groot aantal studenten: Norhert Mulders, Roland 

Volleman, Jef Horijon, Robert Bouwens, René Parchen, Eric Hameleers, 

Theo Jenneskens, Matt Janssens, Peter Engbers, Huib Smolders, Clemens 

van den Berghe, Sten de Wit, Johan Cuypers, Hans den Boer, Staszek 

Lenczowski, Herman Verbeek, Ton van der Zanden, André van Berlo en Ruud 

Sniekers (stage) en Roland Volleman, Mark Smits, Paul Eijkman en René 

Parehen (afstuderen). 

De omslag van dit proefschrift geeft een beeld van het oppervlak van 

een poreus materiaal zoals dat in de hier beschreven experimenten 

gebruikt wordt. Het materiaal is vervaardigd door Louis Wasser en de 

fotografie is verzorgd door Paul van de Mortel. 

Tot slot wil ik een drietal mensen bedanken voor hun hulp bij de 

realisatie van dit proefschrift: Melinda Jones voor het corrigeren van 

de engelse tekst, Ruth Cruyters voor haar aandeel in de vervaardiging 

van de illustraties en Prisca Koelman voor haar hulp bij het typen. 
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9. Het mag verwacht worden dat In de toekomst spln-off mogelijk Is van gronddynamica 

naar medische fysica. 

R. Lakes, H.S. Yoon, and J.L. Katz (1983): Science 220, pp 513-515. 

10. Eisen ten aanzien van geluidsproductie bij auto- en motorraces leiden misschien niet 

tot maximale maar wel tot optimale voertuigprestaties. 


